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The
RISC style
of architecture
A.H.J. Sale
Electrical Engineering & Computer Science,
University of Tasmania.

In this short tutorial paper the RISC style of
computer architecture is discussed. Consequences of
the style are brought out, together with the reasons
for its relatively recent appearance in commercially
available processors.
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WHAT IS A RISC?

Most people who have encountered the term know
that RISC stands for Reduced Instruction Set Com
puter. It is not difficult to deduce that RISCs, such as
the Motorola 88100 and the Am29000, have fewer
kinds of instructions than the ones with which they
are contrasted. These are labelled Complex Instruc
tion Set Computers (CISC). Most processors in the
commercial marketplace (ranging from super
computers through to microprocessors) are classified
as CISCs, for example the Cray-1; Cyber 205; IBM
S/38 and 9000 series; Digital PDP-11 and VAX
ranges; the Motorola 68020, Intel 30386, Zilog Z-80
and related processors. What is less well-known is
why fewer kinds of instructions should now be con
sidered good, and what the consequences of RISC
architecture are.
First consider the previously dominant architec
tural style: CISC. As CISCs evolved, new instruc
tions and addressing modes were added to
architectures to support commonly required highlevel languages. The aim was to reduce the gap be
tween the hardware and its system software by using
increasing transistor counts on a chip to build more
sophisticated processors. The conventional wisdom
was that by migrating frequently used operations
into hardware, programs become faster to execute.
Readers may recall advertisements for microproces
sor chips where the number of different instructions
on the advertised processor is held out as a figure of
merit.
Several computer designers began to challenge this
approach during the 1980s. In this they were influ
enced by the increasing difficulty of designing correct
chips, and the longer and longer lead times to bring a
new processor to market. The reducing size of tran
sistors and thus increasing transistor count in VLSI
chips caused rapidly escalating design effect, and the
consequence of lower and lower confidence in a com
plex design being correct first-time (or ever). But to
what functions should the silicon area be devoted, if
not to supporting complex instruction sets? With this
question, RISC architecture really begins.
The question highlights an important architectural
point: each included feature carries with it a cost as
well as a benefit. For example, an instruction set
which caters for different instruction execution times
must have a more complex clock, and this may result
in a slight slowing down of the basic clock frequency,
as well as consuming some extra chip area. Similar
considerations apply to instruction sets whose in
structions are of different lengths. Note that these are
some of the costs; the benefits of the two features
mentioned are to let simple instructions execute
faster than the slowest instruction, and to economize
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on program size.
RISC architecture emphasizes identifying the most
common features and implementing them very fast,
so that we may end up with a faster computer than
its competitors. Each operation which is a candidate
for inclusion has to be examined to see if its inclu
sion will increase or decrease the overall execution
speed. For example an early RISC machine
[Katevenis, 1985] incorporated a barrel shifter in its
data path. Subsequent evaluation suggested that
while this speeded up a few operations, the overall
slowing down of all other machine cycles (even by as
little as 5%) far outweighed the gain.
This re-examination of operations eventually re
sults in a small number of instructions (say 16-32),
all of the same size, which control a very simple and
very fast data-path and ALU. All instructions exe
cute in the same time and operate on registers, so the
control logic is simple. Complex operations are
achieved by executing a sequence of simpler opera
tions, so that RISC machines execute more instruc
tions to achieve the same result as a CISC machine.
One problem that has been glossed over is the
matching of the raw speed of RISC instruction exe
cution (say 20-50 ns) with that of the external
memory (80-100 ns). This first shows up in retriev
ing data values from memory. A RISC instruction
may initiate a memory transfer such as a read, but
stalling its completion until the transfer is complete
will waste possibly useful machine cycles. Faced with
this mismatch, conventional responses fall into three
categories:
•Put up with the wasted time.
•Insert a cache between the processor and the
memory so that the average cache access time is
well-matched to the processor cycle time.
•Initiate a memory transfer and continue instruc
tion execution, providing hardware to stall any in
struction which attempts to access ja register which
is the destination of a transfer until the data ar
rives.
j
RISC architecture rejects all three approaches. A
typical RISC machine will initiate the transfer and
continue execution, but there will be no hardware
interlock. The compiler is responsible for generating
code which ensures that the destination register of a
read is not accessed until the value has arrived. To
do thi| firstly it must know the timing characteris
tics of the processor and the memory, and secondly
it must be able to insert useful work in the gap
between the initiation and completion of a memory
operation. There is a transfer of responsibility from
the hardware to the software.
Further, RISC architectures tend to have many
registers (say 128-512). Such a large register set can
98THE AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER JOURNAL, VOL 21, No 2, AUGUST 1989

minimize memory accesses through two mecha
nisms.
•Data does not have to be moved into or out of
registers simply to free up some temporary space.
•Many objects can be allocated register space rather
than memory space for the whole of their lifetimes,
for example temporary results, stack frames, local
and global variables, parameter pointers.
Again the compiler has the responsibility for allocat
ing these objects. A large register set is an ideal can
didate to fill up silicon area with useful hardware
since it is regular and easily designed.

CONSEQUENCES

The major consequences of RISC architecture are
easy to deduce.
•Code size is probably larger than in a comparable
CISC.
•Program execution is probably faster than a com
parable CISC.
•Compilers for RISCs are more complex and incor
porate sophisticated optimization schemes.
•Assembly language programmers are unlikely to
produce code which is as good as or better than
that produced by compilers, except for trivial pro
grams.
•Object code may not be portable across models or
even configurations of the same model since it may
include timing dependencies.
Two other consequences are less obvious. The first is
a direct attack on the ‘range’ concept, at least at the
object code level. As technology changes, a different
instruction set architecture may become optimal.
Compatibility between RISCs must be sought at a
higher level. One possibility is to'provide only highlevel language (HLL) compatibility, but a more usual
Approach is to provide compatibility at the level of
an intermediate levej language (ILL) into which all
HLL programs are translated. A machine-specific
optimizer and code-generator then translates the ILL
form into Object code for a specific machine and
configuration. The optimizer becomes a very import
ant intellectual property for the manufacturer, since
the performance of the machine depends so much on
it.
Secondly, a RISC machine requires to fetch more
instructions than a CISC machine, and at a faster
rate. While it is possible to incorporatt an off-chip
cache, or to build an on-chip instruction-only cache,
it is simpler to initiate the fetching of instructions
before they are needed. This is easy for sequentially
allocated instructions, but fails to cope with branch
ing. On identifying a branch to be taken, the de
signer could flush all the pre-fetched instructions,
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Figure 1 — Compilation for a RISC

and initiate a new instruction fetch at the new ad
dress, but this would waste possibly useful cycles. As
you expect by now, a RISC continues to execute the
fetched instructions with the branch being delayed
by the depth of the prefetch pipeline (say 2-5 in
structions). Again, the optimizer is given the task of
finding useful work that can be done between the
branch instruction and its delayed effect.
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think of many assumptions and every RISC machine
may not have all the features described here. It is the
architectural approach rather than any specific fea
ture that constitutes RISC architecture.
Probably the two most consistent themes are the
migration of some hardware functions to compilers,
and the ruthless excising of any function that does
not pay its way. As yet, it is not possible to judge
whether RISCs will supplant CISCs, or whether the
two will continue to co-exist in particular niches.

R7, (R91)
B
= 1, R5
=4, R91

Figure 2 — Execution trace with prefetch pipeline

SUMMARY

Possession of a small instruction set does not consti
tute a RISC architecture, despite possible sales
claims. The RISC style involves a fundamental re
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KBESM —
A prolog
blackboard
system

1. INTRODUCTION
The detection of radar signals and the location and
identification of their sources is an important source
of surveillance information, and is one of the activi
ties known as Electronic Support Measures (ESM).
KBESM is a system designed to assist with ESM
activities in a shipboard environment. It uses inter
cepted signals to identify and track platforms sup
porting radar emitters, and reports its findings to a
human operator. In particular, KBESM is designed
to use domain knowledge (data other than the signal
parameters) to assist in the interpretation of the
signal data. The architecture of KBESM, which is
based on the blackboard model, and its implementa
tion in Quintus Prolog (Quintus 1986) are discussed
in this paper, and examples of the use of domain
knowledge are also given. More details about ESM
may be found in Hood, Mason and Penhale (1986),
and Hood and Mason (1986). Descriptions of
approaches used in related problems may be found
in Brown, Schoen and Delagi (1986), Evers, Smith
and Staros (1984), Garvey and Fischler (1980), Isik
and Meystel (1984), Lenat, Clarkson and
Kiremidjian (1983), and Nii, Feigenbaum, Anton
and Rockmore (1982).
The next section introduces the blackboard model,
and indicates some of its characteristics that are
beneficial for signal processing applications such as
KBESM. Section three discusses the structure of
KBESM, and an example of the processing that fol
lows the interception of signals by KBESM is given
in section four. Section five provides examples of
domain knowledge that has been encoded as rules in
KBESM, and some aspects of the implementation
are mentioned in section six. 'Although the prolog
rules given in the text can be understood without a
orking knowledge of prolog, readers unfamiliar
ith the language may wish to consult a text such as
Clocksin and Mellish (1981). Apart from some
minor syntactic changes for publication, the exam
ples given in the text are taken directly from
KBESM. -r

K.P. Mason and S.T. Hood
Electronics Research Laboratory,
Defence Science and Technology Organisation,
PO Box 1600, SALISBURY, SA 5108,
Australia

KBESM is a laboratory prototype of a knowledgebased system designed to assist in the interpretation
of signals intercepted from radar emitters, with the
aim of identifying the platforms carrying the emitters,
and to track the platforms’ subsequent motion and
changes in emission characteristics. This paper
describes the architecture of KBESM (which is based
on the blackboard model) and its implementation
in prolog, illustrates the methods used to process
intercepted signals, and shows how domain
knowledge can be encoded as rules that assist in the
interpretation of the signal data.
Keywords and Phrases: Blackboard system,
Knowledge-based system, Prolog, Signal processing.
CR Categories: 1.2.1, 1.2.4
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2. THE BLACKBOARD MODEL
The name ‘blackboard’ stems from the problem
solving analogy of a group of specialists gathered
around a blackboard to collectively solve a problem,
where the writing of an idea or fact on the black
board by one specialist may act as a trfgger for an
other expert to contribute to the next part of the
solution. That is, one specialist’s decision about a
subproblem may stimulate another specialist to solve
another part of the problem. This control paradigm
will be illustrated in detail in section four for
KBESM where the interception of a signal is the

KBESM

initial stimulus to activate specialists concerned with
postulating an emitter to account for a signal, which
in turn activates specialists to postulate a platform to
account for the emitter. The partitioning of expertise
into discrete problem-solving units that are invoked
by changes in the system is the essence of this ap
proach.
The blackboard model has several characteristics
which are beneficial for signal processing applica
tions such as KBESM. These characteristics include:
• problem solving may easily be broken into mod
ules corresponding to levels in a recognition hier
archy (eg associating signals with emitters on one
level, and associating emitters with platforms on
another)
• data driven strategies may be employed (eg lowlevel decisions such as those concerning emitters can
be used to stimulate higher level computation such
as those concerning platforms)
• goal driven strategies may be employed (eg a con
jecture may be postulated and then evidence sought
to attempt to establish the conjecture. An example of
this in relation to determining the scan pattern of an
emitter will be presented in section five.)
• the system may be incrementally developed
• problem solving modules are autonomous and
may use strategies appropriate to their particular task
• the system may respond opportunistically to
changes in the environment
• decisions may be retracted in the light of new
evidence.
A review of the blackboard model and a descrip
tion of several applications may be found in »
Nii( 1986a, 1986b).
3. STRUCTURE

The architecture of KBESM is illustrated in Figure 1
and consists of three modules: the simulated sensor,
the knowledge-based (blackboard) system and the
operator interface.
3.1 The Sensor

In our laboratory system, the simulated sensor sends
messages containing the parameters of intercepted
signals to the blackboard system. The simulation is
of a shipboard receiver in a signal environment deter
mined from a given scenario of platform movements
and emitter activity. For the level of simulation fi
delity required by the laboratory testbed, it is suf
ficient to estimate which signals are detectable by the
sensor and which parameters can be measured.
Other applications such as the evaluation of par
ameter derivation algorithms have more stringent
requirements such as the need to model the propaga
tion of individual pulses, which is achieved with

MONITOR

SENSOR

SCHEDULER

OPERATOR
INTERFACE

specialist)
BLACKBOARD

specialist)

Figure 1: Structure of the KBESM blackboard system

substantial computational cost. In our application a
wide open receiver is assumed. For each emitter the
received signal strength is calculated and the imme
diately measurable parameters are determined and
reported together with the direction of arrival. A
simple emitter track file is maintained so that
unchanging signals are not reported on every update
cycle. Scan type and period are only determined on
request from the knowledge-based system. In a real
receiver measurement errors and delays in determin
ing the primary parameters may depend on the
signal strength, the number of contiguous pulses
intercepted, the presence of interfering signals and
the availability of system resources. These could be
modelled given an appropriately parameterised
system transfer function.
3.2 The Operator Interface

The operator interface uses a high resolution graph
ics display to communicate results to an operator,
who may interrogate the system about the current
tactical situation, and also provide information,
either on his own initiative or when requested by the
system. He may also browse the libraries of emitter
and platform characteristics which form part of the
knowledge base.
3.3 The Knowledge-Based System

The knowledge-based system is based on the black
board model and consists of three principal compo
nents: the blackboard which, is a database of facts
and deductions, the specialists which embody prob
lem solving knowledge in forms such as if-then rules,
and the monitor which is the principal mechanism of
control, scheduling specialists in response to changes
on the blackboard. An example of each of these com
ponents is given below.
3.3.1 The Blackboard

The blackboard is a global data structure that con
tains, at any given time, all known facts and hypoth
eses made by the system. A snapshot of'the
blackboard of the KBESM system is given in Table
1. It comprises a collection of prolog facts, e.g. data
items such as
THE AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER JOURNAL, VOL 21, No 2, AUGUST 1989 101
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signal(n= 1 ,rf=9653,pw=500,pri=200>bearing=31 ,power=35,
time= 974),

deduced attributes of objects, e.g.
emitter_type(n= 1 ,type=acme_ 123)

relationships between objects, e.g.
assigned_signal_to_emitter(signal= 1 ,emitter= 1)

and collations of facts about objects, e.g.
emitter_signal_limits(n= 1 ,rf_l =9646,rf_u=9653,
pw_ 1 = 499,pw_u=500,pri_l = 199,pri_u=201)

which contains the upper and lower bounds for each
of the parameters rf, pw and pri so far observed in
the signals assigned to emitter number one.

3.3.2 Specialists
Specialists represent domain knowledge that has
been packaged into problem-solving units. They use
information on the blackboard to calculate or deduce
new information and hypotheses. The following is an
example of a rule of a KBESM specialist that is
invoked each time a surface platform track is
updated to determine if the observed motion of the
platform is consistent with that of a surface vessel,
and reprocesses the platform if an inconsistency is
found:
check_apparent_surface_motion(platform=P,
bearing=B_new,time=T_new):pIatformJias_bearing(n=P,bearing=B_previous,
time=T_previous),
not(feasible_surface_motion(B_new,T_new,B_previous;
T_ previous)),
->reprocess_platform_track(P).

The operator -> separates the ‘if and ‘then’ parts
of the rule. The ‘then’ part will only be executed if all
of the ‘if conditions are true, that is, that they match
items on the blackboard or evaluate to true. Note
that specialists only communicate?*5 via the black
board. Specialists may be defirffid by more than one
rule, and execution of a specialist with more than
one rule will stop when one of its rules has success
fully been applied. In prolog syntax, symbols that
commence with an upper case letter are variables
and may be bound to the values of corresponding
parameters in items found in the database. Underscores. which are used in subsequent examples, are
anonypaous variables. The predicate ‘feasible_surface motion’ above returns true if the calculated rate
of change in bearing is consistent with that of a
surface vessel. Note that ESM only provides bearing
information directly, however information from pa
rameters such as signal power can be used to deduce
information about the platform’s distance or radial
velocity if enough data are available.
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TABLE 1. A Snapshot of the KBESM Blackboard
signal(n= 1 ,rf=9653,pw=500,pri=200,bearing=31,
power=-35,time=974).
signal(n=2,rf=9646,pw=500,pri=201 ,bearing=31,
power=-34,time=987).
signal(n=3,rf=9344,pw=750,pri=5 50,bearing= 125,
power= -44,time=1003).
signal(n=4,rf=9650,pw=499,pri= 199,bearing=32,
power= -35,time=1018).
assigned_signal_to_emitter(signal= 1 ,emitter= 1).
assigned_signal_to_emitter(signal=2,emitter= 1).
assigned_signal_to_emitter(signal=3,emitter=2).
assigned_signal_to_emitter(signal=4,emitter= 1).
assigned_emitter_to_platform(emitter= 1 ,platform= 1).
assigned_emitter_to_platform(emitter=2,platform=2).
emitter_type(n= 1 ,type=acme_ 123).
emitter_type(n=2,type=unknown).
emitter_signal_limits(n=l,rf_l=9646,rf_u=9653,
pw_l=499,pw_u=500,pri_l = 199,pri_u=201).
platform_class(n= 1 ,class=surface).
platform_class(n=2,class=unknown).
platform_type(n= 1 ,type=ambiguous).
platform_type_candidate(n= 1 ,type=controle).
platform_type_candidate(n= 1 ,type=patrole).
platform_type(n=2,type=unknown).
emitter_has_bearing(n= 1 ,bearing=32,time= 1018)
emitter_has_bearing(n=2,bearing= 125,time= 1003)
platform_has_bearing(n= 1 ,bearing=32,time= 1018).
platform_has_bearing(n=2,bearing= 125,time= 1003).
emitter(n=l).
emitter(n=2).
platform(n=l).
platform(n=2).
own_ship_position(x= 1284,y=2190).
environment(threat_level=heightened_tension).
fixed_site_emitter(site=long_point_beacon,emitter=ajax_590).
fixed_site_position(site=long_point_beacon,x=984,y=2187,
z=15).

3,3-3 The Monitor
jfhe monitor is the mechanism of control by which
specialists are invoked to respond to changes in the
environment and to#the deductions of other special
ists. The monitor watches for changes to the black
board and schedules specialist tasks in response to
particular changes on the blackboard. The objects
that do the watching are called daemons. That is, the
daemons embody knowledge of the types of changes
that may be of interest to particular specialists. The
specialists themselves determine whether they have
anything to contribute once invoked. Below is an
example of two daemons that watch for signals being
assigned to emitters (that is they are triggered by an
assigned_signal_to_emitter item being stored on the
blackboard). The first invokes a specialist to deter
mine that a surface platform’s observed motion is
consistent with its postulated class (given above),
and the second invokes a specialist to see if the class
of a platform of unknown class may be deduced:

KBESM

if_stored assigned_signal_to_emitter(signal=S,emitter=E):—
signal(n=S,rf=_,pw=_,pri=_,bearing=B,power=_,time =T),
assigned_emitter_to_platform(emitter= E,platform=P),
platform_class(n=P,class=surface)
->schedule(check_apparent_surface_motion(platform=P,
bearing=B,time=T)).
if_stored assigned_signal_to_emitter(signal=S,emitter=E):—
signal(n=S,rf=_,pw=_,pri=_,bearing=B,power=_,time=T),
assigned_emitter_to_platform(emitter=E,platform=P),
platform_class(n=P,class=unknown)
->schedule(check_platform_class(platform=P,bearing=B,
time=T)).

scheduling daemons in the monitor schedule the spe
cialists for relating platform class and observed
motion that were given earlier, however they don’t
contribute anything on this occasion. Also several
housekeeping specialists are scheduled to perform
tasks such as updating emitter and platform bearings
and signal limits. These specialists would add the
following items which would replace the correspond
ing ones already on the blackboard:

Whenever an item is added to (or removed from)
the blackboard all of the if_stored (or ifjemoved)
rules (i.e. daemons) that match the item are exe
cuted.

emitter_signal_limits(n=l,rf_l=9646,rf_u=9653,
pw_l =499,pw_u=500,pri_l = 199,pri_u=201).
emitter_has_bearing(n= 1 ,bearing=31 ,time= 1033).
platform_has_bearing(n= 1 ,bearing=31 ,time= 1033).

4. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
Below is a simple example that traces the processing
following the interception of two signals by the
KBESM system. Initially the blackboard contains
items that appear in table 1. These are related to two
observed emitter tracks and a known (but unob
served) fixed site emitter. The first track has three
signals associated with it, and a specialist has identi
fied the emitter as type ‘acme_123’ by consulting a
library of emitter parameters. This emitter is known
to be carried by two types of hostile surface vessels,
the ‘patrole’ type and ‘controle’ type vessels. The
second track has only a single signal intercept with
parameters that do not match any entry in the emit
ter parameter library.
Suppose interception of a signal causes the follow
ing item to be written on the blackboard:
signal(n=5,rf=9647,pw=500,pri= 199,bearing=31 ,power=
-35,time= 1033).

The appropriate daemons in the monitor then ,
schedule the assign_to_emitter specialist to establish
whether the signal belongs to an existing track, or
whether a new track needs to be postulated.
The assign_to_emitter specialist consists of several
rules. One of these says that if the new signal’s
parameters match those of an existing emitter which
is on a similar bearing, then the new signal is to be
assigned to that emitter. This is coded as
assign_to_emitter(n=S,rf=RF,pw=PW,pri=PRI,bearing=BS):emitter_signal_limits(n=E,rf_l=RFL,rf_u=RFU,
pw_l=PWL,pw_u=PWU,pri_l=PRIL,pri_u=PRIU),
' in_range(RF,RFL,RFU),
in_range(PW,PWL,PWU),
in_range(PRI,PRIL,PRIU),
emitter_has_bearing(n=E,bearing=B,time=T).
similar_bearing(B,BS)
->store assigned_signal_to_emitter(signal=S,emitter=E).

Looking at the blackboard, and with obvious inter
pretations for the predicates injange and similar_
bearing, we see that each condition of the rule is
satisfied, and so execution of this rule will store

Suppose that the interception of another signal
results in the following item to be written on the
blackboard
signal(n=6,rf=9100,pw=500,pri=220,bearing=31,
power=-40,time= 1074).

which again causes the assign Jo_emitter specialist to
be invoked by monitor daemons. In this case, as the
signal’s parameters (rf, pw, pri and bearing) do not
all match any observed emitter, the specialist postu
lates a new emitter. The following would be added to
the blackboard:
emitter(n= 3).
assigned_signal_to_emitter(signal= 6,emitter= 3).

Of course, an alternative possibility is that emitter
3 is actually emitter 1 which has changed its operat
ing parameters. Knowledge pertinent to determining
the true situation includes:
• whether emitter 1 continues to be observed after
the advent of emitter 3;
• whether the set of operating modes hypothesised
for emitter 1 correspond to a known emitter type;
• whether the observed diversity of emitter param
eters is consistent with operational and engineering
constraints on radars.
It may take a considerable time to gather the data
necessary to resolve these issues. In such cases the
system hypothesises a new emitter track, which may
eventually be merged with another track.
In response to the observation of a new emitter
(i.e. the addition of emitter(n= 3) to the blackboard)
the monitor schedules the emitterJibrary specialist
to find emitter candidates which match the observed
signal parameters. The emitterJibrary specialist
finds, say, four candidates which are added to the
blackboard:
emitter_type_candidate(emitter=
emitter_type_candidate(emitter=
emitter_type_candidate(emitter=
emitter_type_candidate(emitter=

3,type=acme_145).
3,type=ajax_590).
3,type=acme_621).
3,type=ajax_873).

*

assigned_signal_to_emitter(signal= 5,emitter= 1).

on the blackboard. In response to this new item, the
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Figure 2: Example KBESM recognition hierarchy

ities to be invoked. This specialist uses domain
knowledge to try to eliminate candidates, and to de
termine which is the most likely. Ambiguity resol
ution is discussed further in section 5.
As well as the emitterJibrary specialist being in
voked by the addition of emitter(n= 3) to the black
board in the above example, an assign Jo_platform
specialist and also some housekeeping specialists are
scheduled by the monitor. Assuming the emitter
ambiguity specialist found that emitter three is an
acme_621 (known to be carried only on ‘controle’
type vessels) the assign Jo_platform specialist would
assign emitter three to platform one, and the plat
form ambiguity specialist would deduce that plat
form one is a ‘controle’ vessel. The effect of all these
specialists would be to add the items below to the
blackboard, or have them replace corresponding
items already on the blackboard. Also the candidates
for the types of platform one and emitter three
would be deleted when their ambiguities were
resolved.
emitter_has_bearing(n=3,bearing=31 ,time= 1074).
assigned_emitter_to_platform(emitter=3,platform= 1).
platform_has_bearing(n= 1 ,bearing=31 ,time= 1074).
emitter_type(n=3,type=acme_621).
platform_type(n= 1 ,type=controle).

The purpose of the assignJojjatform specialist is
to associate an emitter track with a platform track,
thus creating a recognition hierarchy. That is, a
sequence of signals is to be associated with an emit
ter, and a group of emitters with a platform. This
hierarchy is illustrated in figure 2. The task of spe
cialists to fill in links of this hierarchy can be likened
to placing pieces in a jigsaw puzzle, where the know
ledge of platform and emitter characteristics and
associations are like the picture on the jigsaw box
which is used as a guide.
5. REPRESENTATION OF DOMAIN
KNOWLEDGE

It has been shown how domain knowledge which
associates a signal with an emitter may be repre
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sented as a rule. One advantage of using a rule-based
specification is the ease with which diverse concepts
may be incorporated within a single framework. The
representation of some domain knowledge in
KBESM to resolve the emitter’s identity is now
given.
Knowledge about the feasible motions of plat
forms can be expressed as rules. For example, the
maximum speed of surface vessels is much less than
the minimum speed of fixed-wing aircraft, so when
ever a bearing is updated it may be possible to
deduce a platform’s class. Of course there may not
be enough information, ESM only provides bearings
not range, and so a definite conclusion may not be
possible. This is a similar situation to the specialist
for checking consistency given earlier.
check_platform_class(platform=P,bearing=B,time= T):—
platform_class(n=P,class= unknown),
platform_has_bearing(P,BB,TT),
feasible_airborne_motion(B,T,BB,TT),
not feasible_surface_motion(B,T,BB,TT)
->replace platform_class(n=P,_) by platform_class(n=P,
class= airborne).
check_platform_class(platform=P,bearing= B,time=T):—
platform_class(n=P,class=unknown),
platform_has_bearing(P,BB,TT),
feasible_surface_motion(B,T,BB,TT),
not feasible_airborne_motion(B,T,BB,TT)
->replace platform_class(n=P,_)by platform_class(n=P,
class=surface).

In the context of the previous example, if another
signal was intercepted:
signal(n=7,rf=9344,pw=750,pri=550,bearing=120,
power=-47,time= 1080).

i
then, after assigning it to emitter 2, the specialist for
updating the bearing of an unknown platform would
U§e the above rule to deduce the platform is air
borne. The following^ would be added to the black
board during this processing:
assigned_signal to_emitter(signal=7,platform=2).
emitter_has_bearing(n=2,bearing= 120,time= 1080).
„platform_has_bearing(n=2,bearing= 120,time= 1080).
platform_class(n=2,airborne).

The system can also make use of heuristic reason
ing about physical and engineering constraints on
signal parameters. For example, as the beam-width
of a radar with a given antenna size is inversely
proportional to the frequency, aircraft rlilars, which
are constrained in physical size, generally employ
high frequencies. Thus the observation of a signal
with rf < 7000 MHz for which the emitter library
specialist failed to find any emitter candidates sug
gests that the platform’s class is surface. This can be
expressed as:
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check_platform_class(n=P,bearing=B,time=T):—
platform_class(n=P,class=unknown),
assigned_emitter_to_platform(emitter=E,platform=P),
assigned_signal_to_emitter(signal=S,emitter=E),
signal(n=S,rf=RF,
RF <7,000,
not emitter_type(n= E,_)
not emitter_type_candidate(n= E,_)
->replace platform_class(n=P,class=unknown)
by platform_class(n=P,class=surface).

An example of domain knowledge that is incorpor
ated in a specialist to resolve emitter ambiguities is
that emitter candidates which are associated with
fixed sites such as airport radars are admissible if the
signal is not on the same bearing as the fixed site.
This can be expressed as:
resolve_emitter_ambiguity(n=E):—
emitter_type_candidate(n=E,type=T),
fixed_site_emitter(site=S,type=T),
emitter_has_bearmg(emitter=E,bearing=X,tinie=_),
fixed_site_has_bearing(site= S,bearing= Y),
not similar_bearing(X,Y)
->remove emitter_type_candidate(n=E,type=T).

Going back to the example, after the
emitterJibrary specialist added emitter type candi
dates for emitter three to the blackboard, the special
ist which resolved the emitter ambiguity may have
used this rule to remove emitter_type(n= 3,type=
ajax_590) from the blackboard because ajax_590 is a
fixed site emitter known only to be located in the
region at long_point_beacon (using information from
the blackboard) and long_point_beacon is on a dif
ferent bearing to the direction of arrival of the
signal.
Knowledge of when it may be helpful to seek spe
cific data may also be encoded as rules. For example,
unlike the primary parameters such as rf, scan type*
is a parameter that requires a complex measurement
over time, and is only evaluated when there is a
possibility that it will contribute to the system’s
knowledge. Since some scan types can be distin
guished from others by measurement, the specialist
to resolve emitter ambiguities may request measure
ment of scan type if it could reduce the level of
ambiguity. Code to make this request is given below.
When the response is placed on the blackboard,
another specialist will be scheduled by monitor
daemons to interpret the result.
resolve_emitter_ambiguity(n=E):—
emitter_type(n= E,type=ambiguous),
emitter_type_candidate(n=E,type=T 1),
emitter_type_candidate(n=E,type=T2),
T1 /-T2.
epl(emitter=T 1scan_type=S 1),
epl(emitter=T2,_,_,_,scan_type=S2),
SI /=S2,
assigned_signal_to_emitter(signal=S,emitter=E),
signal(n=S,rf=RF,
emitter_has_bearing(emitter=E,bearing=B,_)
->send_sensor request_scan_measurement(bearing=B,rf=RF),
store requested_scan(emitter=E,bearing=B,rf=RF),

6. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
6.1 Handling Uncertainty

There are many sources of uncertainty in ESM,
including errors in measuring signal parameters,
incomplete or incorrect databases and unpredictable
behaviour of a system controlled by a human adver
sary. Many formal methods for representing and rea
soning with uncertain rules and propositions have
been proposed and implemented. O’Neill (1987) pro
vides a tutorial introduction to the field. (See also
Bonissone and Tong, 1985). The Dempster-Shafer
evidential reasoning system was first applied to an
ESM problem (Garvey, Lowrance and Fischler,
1981). Recently there has been a revival of methods
based on classical probability theory and the applica
tion of Bayes rule, for example, Pearl (1985).
While monitoring efforts of other researchers to
apply the above methods to ESM and similar prob
lems, and being aware of the arguments put forward
by proponents of the various formalisms, we have
concentrated on establishing the sources of know
ledge which can be brought to bear on the ESM
problem without worrying about nuances of differ
ence in plausibility. The fine-tuning of rule-strengths
to obtain high performance might be appropriate to,
say, a diagnostic system which can be calibrated
against a historical database of cases. It would be
dangerous to do so in an ESM system where it will
generally be impossible to test the knowledge base
adequately in peacetime. A conservative policy
would be to present all plausible interpretations,
with supporting evidence, to an operator.
An example of a plausible reasoning scheme
intended for the ESM problem has been discussed by
Grech and Sammut (1987) in the context of a
specialist for resolving ambiguities in emitter identi
fication. This scheme is based on Cohen’s method of
endorsements (Cohen 1984) and de Kleer’s
assumption-based truth maintenance system (De
Kleer 1986). Endorsements record the reasoning
behind a particular belief. The truth maintenance
system is used to maintain a'record of the dependen
cies between beliefs, and to detect contradictions.
The specialist follows several alternative reasoning
paths based on each of the emitter candidates in
parallel to produce a set of solutions each of which is
supported by its own chain of inference. The know
ledge base may include rules for ranking proposi
tions according to their endorsements. The current
version of this scheme is too inefficient to be
included in the KBESM system, but work on a faster
implementation has recently commenced.
»
Currently the blackboard system employs rules for
resolving conflicting sources of knowledge. Retrac
tion of propositions which are no longer believed can
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be managed without a formal truth-maintenance
system because of the broad, shallow nature of the
knowledge base and the regular hierarchy of signals,
emitters and platforms on the blackboard.
6.2 The Use of Prolog

Prolog has been shown (Clarke and McCabe 1982) to
provide a convenient foundation for implementing
goal-directed inference engines such as those
employed by MYCIN (Shortliffe 1976) and its de
scendants. In the system described here, however,
the inference-engine must respond to external
events, specifically messages from the simulated
sensor and the operator. If these messages are for
matted as prolog goals then the system can be imple
mented as an infinite sequence of reading goals and
executing them.
In order to allow messages to be accepted asyn
chronously from several sources it is necessary to
supplement the primitives conventionally provided
by prolog. We have provided an interface to the
Berkley UNIX system call “select”. Our prolog
predicate of the same name takes as arguments an
ordered list of streams to be read and a maximum
time to wait for input. A third argument returns the
first stream from the list which has data waiting to
be read (or an empty list if the call timed-out).
The iterative process of invoking specialists, mod
ifying the database, invoking daemons and schedul
ing new specialists described in section 3 constitutes
a data-driven production system (Waterman and
Hayes-Roth 1978). Such production systems are no
toriously inefficient, as they require repetitive match
ing of multiple rules with multiple facts in the
database. Forgy (1982) has shown how the efficiency
of such systems may be greatly improved by retain
ing information on partial matches between cycles.
In KBESM we attempt to minimize the inefficiency
by restricting the number of rules and facts to be
considered whenever a specialistyis invoke^. Typi
cally a specialist comprises a small number of clauses
of the form:
specialist- name>(<context>):—
<condition>,
.
|

;

<condition>,
<action>,
<action>.

where <context> refers to any arguments which are
bound prior to the specialist being invoked. The
<condition> terms typically test objects in the data
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base. These may be calls to other prolog procedures
which form part of the knowledge base of the
specialist. The clauses (or rules) which make up the
specialist are tested in turn until one is found in
which all conditions are satisfied. The <action>
goals are then invoked, which succeed without back
tracking and are typically calls to the monitor re
questing database changes. The pattern matching
between rules and the data-base is restricted to the
clauses of the specialist and further constrained by
the <context> variables. As the <conditions> are
tested using Prolog’s efficient depth-first search strat
egy, acceptable performance is obtained.
6.3 Speed

The execution speed of the KBESM testbed needs to
be fast enough that interaction with a human oper
ator is sufficiently realistic. The simulation may be
allowed to run a small factor slower than real time,
but not orders of magnitude slower. The testbed has
been exercised with scenarios of approximately
thirty emitters with acceptable performance. In the
laboratory we are, of course, able to control the den
sity of the signal environment.
7. SUMMARY

The blackboard model provides a control environ
ment which allows for a hierarchical division of
expertise into discrete problem-solving untis, and
where activity is directed by the latest information
collected or deduced. This characteristic makes the
blackboard model a suitable architecture for real
time signal interpretation systems such as KBESM.
The ease by which domain knowledge may be
encoded as specialists and assist id' the interpretation
of signal data has been demonstrated in KBESM.
Jk
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INTRODUCTION

One of the primary aims of a data model is the
communication of data requirements between busi
ness specialists and systems planners or database de
signers.
Accordingly, data models are usually presented as
diagrams, and the choice of an appropriate set of
symbols and conventions has been the subject of
considerable debate. As simple approaches are ex
tended with the addition of new conventions, their
semantic power may increase, but the effort required
to master the language also increases. In the right
circumstances, an increase in semantic richness may
improve communication; in others it may become
another obstacle to interpretation.
Having selected an approach, the data modelling
practitioner faces a more serious communication
problem as he moves from simple examples to real
world problems. The scope of many database designs
is such that the diagrams become unmanageably
large, and hence difficult to comprehend and validate
(Miller, 1956; Feldman and Miller, 1986). Corporate
(enterprise) data modelling exercises are notorious
for producing “wall charts” containing hundreds or
even thousands of objects. (See, for example, Martin
(1987) or Furtado and Neuhold (1986).)
Approaches which do not make a distinction be
tween attributes and entities (e.g. NIAM (Nijssen,
1985)) may offer semantic advantages, but multiply
the size and complexity of the diagrams.
The problem does not lie in the level of complex
ity per se, but in the lack of an orderly means for
approaching it. Sager (1988) refers to the need for
“segmentation techniques” to Randle enterprise data
models. The requirement is to*be able to present a
“Iffgh level” model, incorporating the most importJnt concepts and business rules, and to relate it to
lower-level models containing progressively more
detail.
t
This paper outlines a levelled approach to the de
velopment. f and presentation of data models, and
shows that, by appropriate choice of a grouping and
decomposition mechanism, a set of models covering
the same organisation or application area at different
levels of detail can be produced. The higher-level
models are shown to have value not only in
summarising and communicating the lower levels,
but in offering a wider range of options., to the data
base designer.
The approach is presented in terms of the widelyused Entity-Relationship Model (Chen, 1976), but is
readily adaptable to similar Models, including the
Relational Model (Codd, 1970).
Insofar as it is intended to allow analysis of a
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problem to proceed systematically, commencing
with a high-level view which is progressively refined,
it has much in common with the “structured” ap
proaches to systems analysis and program design de
scribed by DeMarco (1978), Jackson (1975) and
others. Accordingly, it is offered as a “Structured
Approach to Data Modelling”.
A NOTE ON TERMINOLOGY
In this paper, the term “model” or “data model”
refers to a representation of the data used by a func
tion or enterprise. It includes the ISO concept of a
Conceptual Schema (ISO, 1982), as well as models
used for planning rather than database design. The
term “Model” is also used to refer to the basis of
data modelling approaches; hence the “Relational
Model”, etc.
The organisation or application area represented
by a data model is referred to as the Universe of
Discourse.
To avoid clumsiness, the term “Entity” is used for
“Entity Type” and “Relationship” for “Relationship
Type”. In referring to a single occurrence, “Entity
Instance” or “Relationship Instance” is used.
CURRENT PRACTICE
Despite considerable research addressing the limita
tions of the simple Relational Model and EntityRelationship Model (Hull and King, 1987; Peckham
and Maryanski, 1988), approaches based on these
models continue to enjoy wide acceptance by practi
tioners.
The techniques and conventions supported by
data dictionaries and “analysts’ workbenches” (eg
“Excelerator” from Index Technology Corporation,
“Information Engineering Workbench” from Arthur
Young & Knowledge Ware Inc.) provide a useful
indication of current data modelling practice.
Typically, such tools allow the components of the
basic Relational Model and some form of Entity
Model to be recorded. Relationships between entities
may be represented using the conventions of the
Entity-Relationship Model or, more commonly, of
the Network Model. Documentation of relationships
is generally limited to name, cardinality and
optionality. Attributes are seldom assigned to rela
tionships. Much of the semantic information is con
tained in unstructured descriptions of the entities
and attributes.
The tools support development of data models
through identification of entities and their relation
ships, as well as “bottom up” synthesis from attri
butes and dependencies, using normalisation. There

is usually an assumption that each entity will even
tually represent a normalised relation. A single
model is expected to serve as both a means of com
munication with the non-technical user, and a com
plete specification of data requirements for the
database designer.
The appeal of these approaches lies in their rela
tive simplicity, existing level of acceptance, and the
ease with which models can be translated into Rela
tional or Network (CODASYL) database designs.
Practitioners have been slow to embrace exten
sions and alternative models resulting from more
recent research, arguably because their value is not
perceived as justifying the additional complexity.
The lack of facilities provided by current database
management systems for implementing many of the
extensions is, no doubt, a contributing factor.
Fig. 1 shows a popular set of diagramming conven
tions for representing entity models. (See, for exam
ple, Finkelstein, 1981). These will be used in later
examples.
LIMITATIONS OF CURRENT APPROACHES
The most serious practical limitations of the EntityRelationship and Relational approaches described in
the preceding section are as follows:
(a) The conventions do not support any form of
levelling, beyond the aggregation of attributes into
entities. The communication problems which result
are outlined in the Introduction. It bears repeating
that a model which is complex and intimidating will
not encourage thoughtful examination by those best
equipped to contribute to and validate it.

ORGANISATION

Mandatory

issued

Entity

Named
Relationship

Optional
many'

CREDIT CARD

Entity

Rules: An Organisation may issue many credit cards;
A credit card must be issued by one organisation

Fig. 1. Diagramming Conventions
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(b) The conventions allow business rules to be rep
resented, but do not indicate the relative importance
of the rules. Some assumptions may be critical to the
overall shape of the model, others of only local im
portance. Users need to know on which of these to
focus their attention.
(c) The level of generalisation employed in identi
fying entities is often arbitrary. For example, a chair
may be represented by an entity “Chair”, “Furniture
Item”, “Physical Resource” or “Asset”.
The options can be limited by strict interpretation
of homogeneity constraints (Kent, 1979,
Hawryszkiewycz, 1984 p 150) to eliminate optional
attributes. The result, however, is usually a prolifer
ation of entities at a very low level of generality, and
hence the exacerbation of the problems described in
(a).
(d) Where normalisation is used as the primary
modelling technique, existing views of data (which
may or may not be the most useful) are perpetuated.
If, in the preceding example, the organisation had
previously established a “Furniture Item Number”,
a “Furniture Item” entity could be anticipated; if,
alternatively, an “Asset Number” existed, the model
would contain an “Asset” entity. In fact, such keys
may have been internally defined to support earlier
information systems, and be amenable to redefini
tion. Normalisation does little to bring to light alter
natives of this kind.
(e) Models may not be sufficiently stable.
The academic model of databases as stable struc
tures with changing contents seems to have been
adopted as conventional wisdom in industry
(Martin, 1982); in fact stability is a desirable rather
than an intrinsic property of database structures and
the models upon which they are based. Rapid and
unanticipated changes in industry in the last decade
(in particular, the deregulation of financial markets)
have changed the business rules embodied in many
models (Simsion, 1988).
T
In developing armajor computer system, intended
to serve an organisation for a long time, it may be
necessary to produce a database design which will
remain stable for a period extending beyond the
organisation’s strategic planning horizon. In these
circumstances, it is difficult to establish a detailed set
of business rules with any confidence that they will
be va|d for the life of the system.
Stability in data models is obtained through ab
straction; initially from the token (specific instance
of an object) to the type level. This concept can be
developed to include further abstraction with a cor
responding increase in stability. Ideally, a level of
abstraction which provided adequate stability would
be explicitly selected; in practice, often only one
110 THE AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER JOURNAL, VOL 21, No 2, AUGUST 1989

level is identified.
(f) The decision as to whether a given fact is to be
recorded as a data instance or as part of the database
structure is seldom made explicitly, (eg should a
bank implement a separate relation for each type of
account, or a single “Account” relation with an “Ac
count Type” attribute? In the first case the bank’s
product range is represented in the database struc
ture; in the second, as data instances.) The modelling
conventions do not facilitate exploration of options
for what may be (as in the example) a critical data
base design decision.
The structured approach outlined in the remainder
of this paper addresses all of the above limitations.
DESIRABLE CHARACTERISTICS OF A
STRUCTURED APPROACH
The essential characteristic of a structured approach
is the ability to describe a situation at different, but
related levels of detail. In the present case, the object
is to be able to describe a set of data models covering
the same Universe of Discourse, but at progressively
lower levels of abstraction.
Other considerations are:
(a) The structured approach should be based on an
extension to a widely accepted approach and its con
ventions, rather than requiring a totally new ap
proach. There is obvious value in providing a means
for existing models to be enhanced through further
refinement or abstraction.
(b) The number of levels should be variable, to
allow simple models to be presented using only a few
levels, and more complex models to use a greater
number of levels.
%
J
(c) The same set of conventions should be used to
represent each level. Thus, for example, a rectangle
should always represent an entity, and may appear
on a diagram at any level.
(d) The grouping! and decompositions should be
meaningful to the business user and provide a more
complete specification for the database designer.
OPTIONS FOR GROUPING
In comparing the options available for “levelling” a
data model, it is helpful to start by considering the
lowest level (most detailed) model. It is proposed
that this lowest level be defined as consisting of a
fully normalised homogeneous set of relations or
entities, represented according to the conventions of
fig. 1. The use of roles and subtypes (eg
Hawryszkiewycz, 1984, pp 139-183) (ie one-to-one
relationships which could be named “is a”) is specif
ically disallowed. These concepts are not discarded;
as will be seen later, they are used as the basis for
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Fig. 2. Basic Portfolio Management Model

levelling, and their absence at the lowest level assists
in verifying that the model does not represent the
same data in more than one way.
A model using these conventions and describing
part of a portfolio management application appears
in fig 2, and will be referred to in the discussion
which follows. In this example, “Share” refers
strictly to a share type (eg “BHP ordinary share”),
and “Bond” to a bond type rather than to specific
single shares or bonds. Attributes of “Share” might
include “Share Name” and “Current Market Price”;
attributes of Share Holding might include “Quantity
Held” and “Purchase Cost”. The entities in the
example are assumed not to have any optional attri
butes.
We now look at options for grouping the entities
m such a way that the groupings can be treated as’
entities in a higher-level representation.
Two principal methods of abstraction are avail
able—aggregation and generalisation (Smith and
Smith, 1977).
Aggregation is the abstraction by which an object
is constructed from its constituent objects
(Tsichritzis and Lochovsky, 1982, p 17). In Entity
Modelling, it is usually used to describe the grouping
of attributes to form entities, but may equally apply
to the grouping of entities into more complex enti
ties. For example (fig 3), Company, Person, Bond
Holding, Share Holding and Account could be aggre
gated into Portfolio.
However a model in which Portfolio replaces its
constituent entities has several undesirable features.
(a) Portfolio is no longer “flat”; it requires repeat
ing groups to represent the variable number of hold
ings and accounts for each company. In relational
icrms, Portfolio is not in first normal form.
(b) The relationships inherited from the original
model reflect this; for example the relationship be

tween Portfolio and Currency is now many-to-many
and cannot be resolved without effectively reinstat
ing the original entities.
This is to be expected. Normalisation removes cer
tain undesirable features through a process of
disaggregation; reaggregation results in their re
appearance.
(c) The relationship connecting a Company and
the Shares which it issues now connects Share and
Portfolio. It makes little sense to assert that a port
folio issues shares.
Some practitioners use aggregation to convey an
overview of a model. The groupings generally rep
resent functional areas of an organisation; hence a
“Personnel” cluster, a “Marketing” cluster, etc
(Feldman and Miller, 1986). Aggregation is also the
basis of the “Subject Data Base” approach (Martin,
1982). Neither clusters, nor subject databases have
the desirable properties of entities, and the resulting
diagram cannot be interpreted in the same way as its
constituent lower-level diagrams.
Generalisation views a set of entity instances or
types as one generic type. For example we may use
the term “Legal Entity” to describe either a Person
or a Company. The concepts of generalisation, and
in particular type modelling, are discussed in the
literature (eg Hawryszkiewycz, 1984, pp 166-171).
The important fact to note in this context is that we
could replace Person and Company with Legal
Entity on the diagram (fig 4) (remembering that in
this context Legal Entity is defined as representing
either a Person or a Company) and retain a valid
representation of the Universe of Discourse.
In fig 4, Legal Entity would include all attributes
common to both Persons and Companies (eg Ad
dress, Credit Assessment), together with attributes
specific to either (eg Date of Birth of Person, Indus
try Group of Company). The latter attributes would
be optional, (at least according to the detailed busiTHE AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER JOURNAL, VOL 21, No 2, AUGUST 1989 111
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Fig. 4. Portfolio Management Model with Generalisation of Person
and Company to Legal Entity

ness rules represented by the original model.) A fur
ther attribute may be necessary to distinguish Per
sons from Companies, and could form part of the
primary key.
With the exception of the loss of homogeneity,
(Legal Entity has optional attributes), fig 4 retains
the properties of fig 2, but with reduced detail.
Through generalisation, we have achieved our objec
tive of developing a higher-level model.
In both the aggregation and generalisation exam
ple, there was no technical restriction on which (or
how many) entities were grouped to form a new
entity. Both techniques are thus technically suitable
for progressively reducing the number of entities in
the model. (The single entity resulting from carrying
this process to its limit could be named “Universe of
Discourse” in the case of aggregation and “thing” or
“entity” in the case of generalisation). In practice,
the relative suitability of the techniques depends on
the ability to find abstractions which are meaningful
and useful. This issue is discussed under “Ex
perience with a Structured Approach’??
It is clear that generalisation offers the most prom
ise as a means of grduping entities, and the remain
der of the paper will pursue this option.
(For comparison, the levelling of data flow dia
grams in structured analysis (DeMarco, 1977) is
based on aggregation of processes. Structured pro
gramming (Jackson, 1975) uses both aggregation (se
quence and iteration) and generalisation (selection)).
I
RULES IFOR PRODUCING LEVELLED DATA
MODELS
Generalisation and its converse, specialisation (or
instantiation in the case of nominating tokens rather
than types), are widely-described techniques, with a
number of variations or options. Only some I onus
112 THE AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER JOURNAL, VOL 21, No 2, AUGUST 1989

are appropriate to the objective of constructing wellformed higher (and lower) level models.
It is a basic objective of database design to ensure
that each fact is stored once only, and most
modelling approaches attempt, in generalising from
instances to types, to represent each attribute of an
object in one place only.
If a model has the property that each fact is repre
sented in one place only, this property can be pre
served in higher level models, as long as
generalisations do not overlap. Consider a higherlevel model of the Portfolio Management example,
which contains the following pair of generalisations:
Government Security is a generalisation of Cur
rency and Bond;
Tradeable Instrument is a generalisation of Share
and Bond.
It should be clear that the higher-level model will
have two entities which represent identical infor
mation about Bonds. We can avoid this problem by
employing disjoint generalisations (eg “Government
Investment” and “Non-Government Investment”).
Hence,
Rule 1:
In producing the next-higher-level model, each
entity may be the subject of, at most, one generalis
ation.
Note that, by this rule, an entity may appear un
changed on higher-level models—it need not be
generalised.
Note also that we define each higher-level entity as
a generalisation of its constituent entities; hence in
the above example “Security” is defined as repre
senting either a Bond, a Currency or a Share, and
nothing else, although an intuitive interpretation of
“Security” might embrace Debentures, Futures, etc.
(In practice, the insight gained from introducing the
concept of “Security” might lead us to revise the
lower level model to include the additional entities.)
Attributes are handled as described in the general
isation example in the preceding section:
Rule 2: -r
. In producing the next-higher-level model, each
higher-level entity is assigned all attributes of its con
stituent entities (Security might be assigned
Currency-Symbol, Bond-Interest-Rate, etc.). If
necessary, attribute(s) may be added to define a new
primary key, or to distinguish source entities (eg
Security-Type with values of “Currency”. “Share”,
“Bond”).
Attributes from different constituent entities may
be generalised to form a single attribute: eg Shareissue-date and Bond-issue-date generalised to
Sccuriu-issue-date or Share-name, Currency-name
Bond-name generalised to Security-name.

m
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Fig. 6. Generalisation—Case (b)

For any model with more than two entities, there
is more than one way of grouping to produce a
higher-level model. In selecting any one generalis
ation, we necessarily ignore others. Structured analy
sis and programming use a simple hierarchy, and
practical experience suggests that this is also appro
priate for data modelling.
The generalisation rules do not preclude the com
bining of any given set of entities; however, the over
all objective should be simplification, based on
common processing, common attributes and the
availability of a meaningful name for the higherlevel entity type. Rock-Evans (1980 and 1981) offers
some useful guidelines.
So far, we have concentrated on generalisation
(“bottom up”) rather than specialisation (“top
down”). In practice, both techniques are used in pro
ducing a levelled data model, so it is necessary to.
provide rules for specialisation as well.
If we have a model which represents each fact
once and wish to preserve this property in lowerlevel models, we need to ensure that:
(a) no information is lost in the specialisation; and
(b) no information is duplicated in the specialis
ation.
Hence,
Rule 3:
In producing the next-lower-level model, each
entity may be divided (specialised) into one or more
disjoint entities (“subtypes” of the source entity).
The resulting entities must, together, embrace all
entity instances represented by the source entity.
Less formally, subtypes must be mutually exclu
sive and collectively exhaustive.
Similarly, facts represented by attributes must not
be lost or duplicated in the specialisation.
Rule 4:
In producing the next-lower-level model, each at
tribute of the source entity is inherited by all

subtypes to which it is applicable, (eg Securitysymbol inherited only by Currency; name inherited
by all three subtypes of Security). Each attribute of
the source entity, with the exception of attributes
used only to distinguish the subtypes (eg Securitytype—“Currency”, “Bond” or “Share”) must be in
herited by at least one subtype.
There appears to be an inconsistency in handling
attributes, insofar as rule 2 permits the addition of a
primary key (possibly organisation-defined), but rule
4 does not allow for its removal. This is deliberate;
the common key represents the fact that a supertype
has been recognised.
EFFECT OF GENERALISATION ON
RELATIONSHIPS

As entities are generalised to produce higher-level
models, it is important that facts represented by re
lationships between entities are not lost.
The rules given in the preceding section for com
bining attributes will ensure that relationships con
tinue to be represented through foreign key
attributes; however it is useful to summarise the ef
fects in terms of the Entity Model, as attributes may
not be known in the early stages of modelling.
The four elementary possibilities for generalisation
are as follows:
(a) Generalisation of entities where only one par
ticipates as member in a relationship (fig 5).
The relationship becomes optional in the memberowner direction, reflecting the optionality of the for
eign key attribute.
(b) Generalisation of entities where only one par
ticipates as owner in a relationship (fig 6).
The relationship becomes optional in the ovynermember direction.
(c) Generalisation of entities where all participate
as members in relationships with the same meaning
THE AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER JOURNAL, VOL 21, No 2, AUGUST 1989 113
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Fig 8. Generalisation—Case (d)

and owner, (fig 7).
The relationships are replaced by a single relation
ship, reflecting the fact that the foreign key attributes
have been combined into one. If all the original re
lationships are mandatory in the member-owner di
rection, the generalised relationship is mandatory;
otherwise it is optional. If all the relationships are
optional in the owner-member direction, the
generalised relationship is optional; otherwise it is
mandatory.
(d) Generalisation of entities where all participate
as owners in relationships with the same member
and meaning, (fig 8).
If the relationships are mutually exclusive (ie each
member entity occurrence can have only one owner
entity, as in fig 8), they are replaced by a single
relationship, reflecting the amalgamation of foreign
keys in the member entities.
Otherwise, the relationships remain, becoming op
tional in the owner-member direction.
It is stressed that the handling of each of the above
possibilities is generally obvious in practice, based
on translating the business rules used to derive the
lower-level model into the content of the more gen
eral model.
,
^
A higher-level version of the Portfolio Manage
ment model, developed using the preceding rules
and conventions, is shown in fig 9.

rules (constraints) as the lower level diagrams. In the
portfolio management example, the higher level dia
gram does not show the constraint that only com
panies can issue shares, or that shares can be held
only by companies and persons.
However, the diagrams are only summaries of the
models. Both of the above constraints may be en
forced by appropriate definition and interpretation
of attribute domains, which are not shown on the
diagram.
Nevertheless, some constraints (eg that “Industry
Group” is functionally dependent on “Company
Name”) can no longer be represented as logical con
sequences of the definitions of domains and keys;
hence, higher-level models may not be a DomainKey normal form (Fagin, 1981) representation of the
original Universe of Discourse. (The dependency in
the example is transitive, and a violation of 3rd
normal form).
s%
,
There are two ways of interpreting this character
istic df higher-level models:

INTERPRETING THE MODELS

In the preceding sections, an approach to producing
levelled {models was outlined.
At the* outset, we defined the lowest level model as
being a fully normalised, homogeneous represen
tation of the Universe of Discourse. What, then, do
the higher level models represent?
It should be clear that the higher level diagrams,
being simpler, do not describe as many business
114 THE AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER JOURNAL, VOL 21, No 2, AUGUST 1989
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(a) The higher-level models are incomplete repre
sentations of the Universe of Discourse; or
(b) The higher-level models are complete represen
tations of different (less constrained) Universes of
Discourse.
It is suggested that option (b) is more useful. In
terms of the example, this would be equivalent to
allowing any “Legal Entity” to belong to an “In
dustry Group”. (The new rule might, on reflection,
be considered more appropriate than the original
constrained view, and could lead in turn to a gener
alisation of “Industry Group” which embraced
Market Segments).
The levelled models then represent views of the
same organisation or functional area, with the pro
viso that, at higher levels:
(a) some constraints (business rules) may be repre
sented as by domain definitions rather than entities
and relationships; and
(b) some constraints may be removed altogether.
This approach, whilst inappropriate for an aca
demic model in which all business rules are assumed
to be fixed and of equal importance, makes good
sense in addressing real business situations, in which
the rule base is less stable.
Instead of having to establish a single definitive
view of the business area, the data modeller is able
to work with different levels of abstraction, con
straint, and stability. By bringing to light these
choices, the structured approach directly addresses
the problems of stability outlined earlier.
By choosing generalisations, deciding whether to
amalgamate attributes, and defining domains, the
data modeller, in consultation with the users, is able
to control which constraints are relaxed and which
are carried through to the higher levels. The latter
can reflect the more important, stable business rules.
Database designers, in turn, are offered options for
implementation. Given a high and low level model,
they may choose to implement only the high level
entities as relations (or record types, etc), only the
low level entities, or both (using the Relations de
rived from the high-level model to hold common
attributes). It is because each model represents a
valid, non-overlapping view of the application area
(as a result of the generalisation rules) that all three
options are available.
RELATING THE MODELS
If the structured approach is to be complete, a
method of relating the entities and relationships at
each level is required.
In structured analysis (DeMarco, 1978) this is
achieved through an hierarchical numbering system,
and such a system can certainly be used. Alterna-
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Fig 10. Subtyping Conventions

tively, a data dictionary (automated or otherwise)
can record the generalisations.
It is suggested, however, that an additional dia
gramming convention be used. Several conventions
are currently in use to record generalisations within
a single diagram (fig 10). Option 10 (c) is considered
most suitable as:
(a) It highlights any (illegal) overlaps in generalis
ation; in terms of our generalisation rules, rectangles
are not permitted to overlap.
(b) It is not easily confused with the convention
for relationships;
(c) It is currently used by some specifically to rep
resent non-overlapping subtypes and supertypes
(Rock-Evans, 1980).
(d) The “CASE-Designer” analyst workbench de
veloped by Oracle Corporation provides automated
support for the convention, and private communica
tions indicate that at least two other widely-used
products are likely to include it in the future.
The convention is used to show an entity general
isation (Smith and Smith (1977) use the term
“Cluster”) which will appear as a simple entity on
the next-higher-level diagram.
Where relationships have been generalised, the
correspondence between diagrams will usually be un
ambiguous, as long as the relationships are nampd at
each level. If necessary, the generic name can be
added in brackets to the relationship name on the
lower-level diagram.
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EXPERIENCE WITH A STRUCTURED
APPROACH
The conventions and rules described in this paper
provide a framework for a structured approach to
data modelling. The author and his colleagues have
used such an approach for both application and
corporate-level modelling exercises with encouraging
results (Chin and Bowles, 1989).
Some observations are outlined below:
(a) Generalisation, used alone, is adequate for dis
covering higher-level entities which are readily
named and communicated, and hence producing lev
elled models. It is not necessary to use aggregation to
supplement generalisation. Dis-aggregation remains
an important analysis technique, complemented by
specialisation.
(b) Modelling does not proceed strictly “top
down” or “bottom up”. Rather, an intermediate
model is developed and extended in both directions
through generalisation (supertyping) and specialis
ation (subtyping).
(c) The activity of proposing and evaluating poss
ible generalisations very often offers insight not only
into data requirements, but into the functions which
use them (eg by combining “Currency” and “Share”,
into “Security”, we are prompted to compare
“Receive Interest on Currency Holding” with
“Receive Share Dividend”, and consider whether a
single transaction could embrace both). In some
cases, insights of this kind have led to the consolida
tion of systems development projects to produce a
single generic system.
(d) Even in the case of a large enterprise model,
four levels is sufficient for communication with all
relevant users. Even the lowest level models usually
contain optional attributes.
(e) Although it is only necessary to show one level
of generalisation on a model diagram, higher levels
may be shown by nested rectangles. TThis is helpful
when illustrating how a detailed,mociel relates to a
model two or more levels higher) Using this convention, the lowest-level model diagram may show all
levels of generalisation.
(f) The high-level models are very powerful tools
for presenting, explaining and verifying complex sit
uations. Consistency of conventions is an important
aid. Mixed-level models (very detailed in the area of
concern^ more general in other areas) have proved
useful irf working with specialist users.
(g) Translating the levelled models into database
designs does not present any new problems (see, for
example, Hawryszkiewycz, 1984, pp 211-212). The
insights gained through generalisation often prompt
the development of more generic (and hence stable)
database designs.
116 THE AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER JOURNAL, VOL 21, No 2, AUGUST 1989

(h) The database design often recognises that some
of the business rules implied by specialisations will
not remain valid over the life of the database, and
implements them through data values and optional
attributes rather than data structure.
In summary, our experience is that a structured
approach, based on generalisation and specialisation
of entities, offers significant benefits in the develop
ment and communication of data models.
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INTRODUCTION

Many Information Systems (IS) managers face a dif
ficult task because they operate in a nexus between
information technology and senior management. IS
managers must be able to interpret trends in infor
mation technology, assess their impact on the orga
nization, and decide which technologies to adopt. At
the same time, the IS executive must link the infor
mation systems plan to corporate objectives so that
the IS department serves the needs of the enterprise.
Deciding on the proportion of resources allocated to
technical or managerial problems is an important
facet of the IS manager’s job. As all IS executives
face similar problems, an awareness of the issues
that are of most concern to their peers can be of
assistance to individual managers. IS managers
whose perceptions of the key matters in their organi
zation are different from their peers need to discern
why this is so. Are they concentrating on the wrong
issues, or are there some unique features in their
organization? Conversely, IS managers who find that
their views are in common with their peers may
draw some comfort, however cold, from at least
knowing they are not alone.
If IS educators, consultants, professional societies,
and researchers are to serve the IS community effec
tively, they must be aware of the key issues of IS
managers. Educators need information on key con
cerns so that they may develop graduates with the
necessary skills to solve these issues. Consultants,
who play a key role in IS because they can accelerate
the transfer of new skills and technology to IS prac
titioners, can be more effective if they know the
areas in which their clients need the most assistance.
Professional societies serve the IS community by ar
ranging conferences, sponsoring guest lectures, and
disseminating information through their publica
tions. Successful performance of these tasks requires
that professional societies are in tune with the needs
of their members. Researchers will be more success
ful in attracting sponsorship if they undertake stud
ies that are closely aligned to the concerns of the
marketplace. Therefore, it is important that the Aus
tralian IS community is aware of those issues that
are judged by its leading practitioners to be of criti
cal concern.
In order to provide information concerning the
key IS issues, a three-round Delphi study of the IS
managers of the top 200 Australian organizations
was conducted in the first half of 1988. The purpose
of the study was to determine, in order of import
ance, the most critical issues facing Australian IS
executives over the next three to five years. In this
study, a critical issue was defined as a major problem
or key decision that required the attention of the IS
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manager. The investigation was based upon the ap
proach used by the MIS research centre (MISRC) at
the University of Minnesota, where two previous key
issue surveys have been conducted [Dickson,
Leitheiser, Wetherbe, and Nechis, 1984; Brancheau
and Wetherbe, 1987].
METHOD
Delphi, a group decision making process, is particu
larly useful for assessing the judgment of a large,
dispersed group of experts [Bass, 1983]. A typical
Delphi study starts with an open-ended question
naire that solicits opinions on the issues associated
with the study. Succeeding rounds of the study feed
back the previous round’s results so that participants
can revise their judgment. In theory, the Delphi pro
cess should continue until the group has reached a
consensus. In practice, however, the researcher fre
quently decides to end the process after two or three
rounds, by which time firm trends have generally
emerged.
This investigation did not start with an openended questionnaire but commenced with the issues
identified in the MISRC’s 1986 study. It was consid
ered that the key concerns of Australian IS execu
tives would not be vastly different from their US
counterparts because of similarities in the business
culture, IS environment, and the extensive infusion
of American management technology into the Aus
tralian corporate scene.
Two modifications were made to the methodology
used in the MISRC’s 1987 study. First, participants
were asked to rate each issue, rather than identify
and rank the top ten issues. Once the list of issues
becomes large (beyond seven), the limited infor
mation processing capacity of humans [Miller, 1956]
makes identification and ranking of issues a difficult
task. Rating is far easier because the participants
need consider only one issue at a time [Alreck and
Settle, 1985]. Second, the Delphi method was modi
fied to increase the response rate. Typically, a mail
survey has a response rate of less than 50 percent
[Miller, 1983], and there is a danger with a threeround Delphi study that the final sample of re
sponses will be quite small because of attrition
during each round. Two modifications to the stan
dard Delphi method were made. In round two, as
well as feeding back results to the round one respon
dents, round one non-respondents were sent a copy
of the results and invited to participate in round
two. And in round three, anyone who had partici
pated in rounds one or two was invited to participate
in the final round. These modifications kept the re
sponse rate at about 25 percent for each round (see

table 1).
Round One: A list of the top 1000 Australian and
New Zealand organizations, on the basis of sales
revenue, was used to identify the top 200 Australian
companies [Gray, 1987]. This list includes both pri
vate and public companies, and government author
ities. Dun and Bradstreet’s Key Business Directory
of Australia [1987] was used to obtain the address
and standard industrial code for each of the top 200
organizations. The 26 issues of the MISRC 1986
study were used as a basis for the first round ques
tionnaire. A potential additional key issue was iden
tified by a colleague, who suggested that computeraided software engineering (CASE) was a concern of
local IS managers, and this was added to the list. The
issues were randomly arranged on the first round
questionnaire. A full listing of the issues is shown in
Appendix D. Participants were asked to consider
what they perceived were the most critical issues (i.e.
major problems or key decisions) facing them over
the next three to five years and to indicate their
views by rating each issue on the scale 1 to 10, where
1 indicated a lowest priority issue and 10 indicated a
highest priority issue. In addition, space was pro
vided for each manager to add new issues to the list,
and participants were invited to modify the wording
of any issue’s rationale. Responses were received
from 52 IS executives in round one giving a response
rate of 26 percent, and five new issues were identi
fied (see appendix C). A sample questionnaire for
round one is shown in appendix A.
Round Two: IS executives who participated in the
first round were sent a summary of the round’s re
sults including their ratings for each issue. The
second round questionnaire was designed so that
each person could easily compare for each issue the
average rating of participating IS executives and that
person’s first round rating. On the same line, the
participant could enter a rating for round two. Exec
utives who did not participate in round one were
sent a copy of round one’s results, a questionnaire,
and an invitation to participate in round two. A total
of 200 questionnaires were sent out in round two.
Samples of both questionnaires are shown in appen
dix B.
In round two, issues were listed in descending se
quence on the basis of their average rating for round
one, and new issues were listed at the end of the
questionnaire. Responses were received from 55 IS
managers yielding a response rate of 28 percent. Of
these 55 respondents, 33 had participated in round
one and 22 had not. The four new issues identified in
round two are listed in appendix C.
Round Three: IS executives who participated in
either the first or second round were sent a summary
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of the round’s results including their ratings for each
issue for the last round in which they participated. A
total of 74 questionnaires was mailed out for round
three. The third round questionnaires had the same
format as those of the second round.
In round three, issues were listed in descending
sequence on the basis of their average rating for
round two. New issues were listed at the end of the
questionnaire. Responses were received from 48 IS
managers yielding a response rate of 24 percent. Of
these 48 respondents, 24 had participated in all three
rounds, and the remainder had participated in two
of the three rounds. Table 1 shows the breakdown of
responses for each round by response pattern. For
example, the first line of the table shows that 24 IS
executives responded to all three rounds, and the
second line illustrates that 10 managers replied to
round one, missed round two, and replied to round
three. If a modified version of the Delphi technique
had not been used, then the final round would have
had 24 respondents and the response rate would
have been only 12 percent.
Table 1 Number of responses for each round
Round 1 Round 2 Round 3
24
24
24
10
—
10
9
9
—

Totals

52

55

48

PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
Before commencing a detailed discussion of the find
ings, it is important to clarify some issues that can
arise with the use of a mail survey #nd a Delphi
study. One of the problems of a jnail survey is that
response rates can be low, 24 percent in This case,
and this can lead to findings that are biased towards
those individuals who, through some facet of their
personality, are more inclined to respond [Alreck
and Settle, 1985]. Ensuring that non-respondents
display similar characteristics to respondents is a
problem that most researchers are unable to satisfac
torily solye. However, one safeguard is to check that
the respondents are similar in some way to the target
population. In this case, the industry profile of the
respondents was compared with the same profile of
the top 200 organizations. The distribution frequen
cies of the population and respondents are shown in
table 2. A chi-squared test (%2 = 10.52 with p = .31)
indicates that there is no significant difference in the
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frequency distribution of industries represented in
the sample and the underlying population. This find
ing supports the notion that the sample was rep
resentative of the top 200 Australian organizations.
Table 2 Distribution by industry for the population and the sample
Industry

Population
Sample
Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage
Construction
4
2.0
0
0.0
43
Finance
21.5
6
12.5
Manufacturing
55
27.5
16
33.3
4
Mining
18
9.0
8.3
Primary
3
1.5
1
2.1
7
10.4
Public service
3.5
5
8
1
2.1
Retail
4.0
12
Service
6.0
3
6.2
24
Transport
12.0
6
12.5
26
Wholesale
13.0
6
12.5
Totals

200

100.0

48

100.0

The main purpose in using a Delphi study was to
obtain consensus from IS executives as to their key
concerns. Therefore, it is important to assess
whether there was any convergence in opinion over
the three rounds. The standard deviation of the
rating for an issue is a measure of consensus for that
issue. Perfect agreement would give a standard devi
ation of zero. An overall measure of consensus for
the questionnaire is the average of the standard de
viations for each issue, and this approach was used.
As the introduction of new issues contaminates the
measurement of consensus, the overall measure of
consensus was based upon the 27 issues circulated in
the first round. As exhibit 1 illustrates, there was
Exhibit 1 Average standard deviation of Wings for each round
(Based upon the issues in the first round)
'
Round Average
Jstandard
deviation
1 .
2.58
W
2
1.85
3
1.79

Average
standard 2 deviation

Round
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greater agreement in the third round compared with
the first and second rounds. The third round, com
pared with the second, resulted in only a minor gain
in consensus, as reflected by a slightly smaller aver
age standard deviation, and it was therefore decided
that the third round was an appropriate stopping
point.
FINDINGS

This analysis deals principally with the top ten
issues, which are listed in descending order of im
portance in table 3. Attention is confined to the top
ten issues because it is known that humans can pro
cess only 7±2 ideas at a time [Miller, 1956]. It
could be argued that discussion should be confined
to the top nine issues because examination of the
issues (see appendix C) shows that a reasonable gap
occurs in the mean ratings between issues 9 and 10.
However, this would be counter to the wellestablished custom of dealing with ranked items in
multiples of ten.
Table 3 The top ten issues
Rank Issue
Mean rating
1
Improving IS strategic planning
8.09
2
Specifying, recruiting, and developing
7.61
human resources
3
Developing an information architecture
7.42
4
Improving the effectiveness of software
7.20
development
5
Aligning the IS organization with that
7.18
of the enterprise
6
Increasing understanding of the
6.98
role and contribution of IS
7
Using information systems for
6.83
competitive advantage
8
Facilitating and managing end-user
6.74
computing
9
Promoting effective use of data as a
6.61
resource
10
Facilitating organizational learning and
6.38
the use of IS technologies

1. Improving IS strategic planning

Improving IS strategic planning is the number one
concern. If the ratings are converted to rankings, we
find that 20 percent of IS managers rank IS planning
as their prime concern, and some 80 percent of man
agers rank IS planning in their top ten issues. Man
agers are beset by a number of problems that make
IS planning a difficult task. Rapid changes in infor
mation technology; an Australian business environ
ment that is very exposed to the vagaries of the
world economy; the emergence of end-user comput
ing; competing methodologies for IS planning
[Boynton and Zmud, 1987]; the need for IS planning

to relate to corporate goals; and the increasing de
pendence of organizations on information systems
technology are all factors that make IS planning a
number one concern. The problem of IS strategic
planning is compounded by the relative lack of at
tention by senior management to the IS planning
process [Dampney, Hansell, Borthwick, and
Gilmour, 1984; Galliers, 1987], This lack of a strong
linkage between corporate and IS planning increases
the level of uncertainty and equivocality for IS man
agers, who are already facing a rapidly changing and
complex technological environment. It is therefore
no wonder that IS strategic planning is the number
one issue. In the presence of high equivocality, it
may be more appropriate for Australian IS managers
to rely more upon logical incrementalism [Quinn,
1980] than to attempt comprehensive IS planning.
Indeed, this may well be the case as Galliers [1987]
reports that more than half of Australian IS man
agers use informal or ad hoc approaches to IS plan
ning.
2. Specifying, recruiting, and developing
human resources

The Australian computer industry has continually
suffered from a shortage of skilled personnel, and
this is reflected in the concern that is second ranked.
Headlines in Computerworld Australia, such as
“Skills famine won’t go away” [11/3/88:5] and
“Shortfall in skills is worsening” [11/11/88:4], clearly
demonstrate the persistent nature of this issue. It is
unlikely that this problem will be solved in the near
or medium future because the demand for new en
trants to the profession exceeds the inflow of mi
grants with computer skills and the production
capacity of educational institutions, which overall
lack qualified staff according to Macrae [1988]. As a
result of the shortage, many managers are forced to
promote staff into positions for which they may lack
the knowledge, skills, and organizational savvy.
Furthermore, a recent paper suggests that current
viewpoints on IS career development may be incor
rect [Ginzberg and Baroudi, 1988]. For instance, the
popular concept that there are two career paths in IS,
management and technical, may well be wrong if the
findings of organizational careers research hold for
IS personnel. Fundamentally, there is a lack of re
search on IS personnel management to provide guid
ance for IS managers, and until more work is done in
this area, IS managers will lack the necessary infor
mation to plan and manage human resources devel
opment.
i
The human resources issue is therefore likely to
remain a major concern. Organizations will be faced
with a sellers’ market for some time, and when they
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do find that elusive recruit, IS managers discover
that they lack the career planning knowledge that
can be used to reduce the risk of that new recruit
becoming another turnover statistic.
3. Developing an information architecture

Developing an information architecture, a plan for
representing the global information requirements of
an organization, is the third ranked issue. An infor
mation architecture is necessary if an organization is
to develop an integrated suite of applications and
distribute applications to functional areas. However,
there are many problems associated with the devel
opment of an information architecture [Brancheau
and Wetherbe, 1985], The major reason for these
problems is that the creation of an information ar
chitecture is a relatively unstructured task of broad
scope, with few perceptible immediate benefits, that
requires the participation of many individuals. Ad
ditional problems are: difficulty senior managers
have in grasping conceptual models of an infor
mation architecture; production of an information
architecture competes for resources that can be used
to solve problems of a more immediate nature; and
difficulty in translating an information architecture
model into an application development plan.
4. Improving the effectiveness of
software development

Effective software development is a perennial bug
bear for most IS managers, and its high rating is
evidence of this longterm concern. The general feel
ing is that systems development seems to take too
long [Dampney et al, 1984], High-level languages
have increased the efficiency of software develop
ment, but a solution to the more fundamental prob
lem of determining the real information
requirements of a client is more flusive. Recent re
search suggests that factors which contribute to software development success are improved
management support and involvement, increased
user participation, and better trained user and man
agement personnel [Necco, Gordon, and Tsai, 1987],
Another study attributes information systems devel
opment success to increased time spent on analysis
and im|lementation [McKeen, 1983]. Bostrom
[1989] c|aims that the real problem is poor com
munication between user and developer, and he pro
vides very clear procedures, based upon McMaster
and Grinder’s [1980] Precision Model, for improv
ing the quality of user-developer information ex
change. Although most IS managers are already well
aware of the significance of these factors, they must
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continue to stress their importance to managers,
users and developers.
5. Aligning the IS organization with
that of the enterprise

In some organizations, the IS department is remote
from the key decision makers and inappropriately
located in the organization. Consequently, it is often
difficult for the IS manager to perceive the enter
prise’s direction and information needs. The high
ranking of IS alignment in this study seems to be at
variance with recent evidence that some 80 percent
of IS managers report that they are to a degree influ
ential members of the group of senior managers set
ting the organization’s strategic direction
[Broadbent, Hansell, Dampney, Gilmour and Hardy,
1988]. If IS managers are as influential as they claim,
then one would expect that the IS department would
have little difficulty in aligning itself with the enter
prise. Further investigation is required to resolve the
apparent discrepancy between the findings of this
study and Broadbent et al.’s work. Managers who are
unsure of the appropriate relationship between their
IS department and their organization could gain
some guidance from McFarlan, McKenney and
Pyburn’s [1983] strategic grid.
6. Increasing understanding of the
role and contribution of IS

Many of the new systems developed by IS are diffi
cult to evaluate in purely financial terms. Gone are
the days when the benefits from saving labor by
automating a clerical process could be clearly identi
fied and balanced against the costs of hardware pur
chase and software development. Information
systems that provide more accurate, timely, and ap
propriate information to support managerial deci
sion making are more difficult to cost justify.
Dampney et al. [1984]tfound that reviewing systems
to determine real benefits is uncommon and gener
ally regarded as too difficult. In addition, IS depart
ments are spending more money on developing and
ihaintaining an infrastructure in areas such as data
communications, and managers of other functional
areas do not always understand the long-term value
of such capital investments, viewing them as
overheads. IS managers will continue to have diffi
culty in gaining support for the role and contribution
of IS when they cannot point to clear, tangible, ben
efits derived from information systems.
7. Using information systems
for competitive advantage

In the early days of business computing, computers
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were seen as devices for automating clerical proce
dures associated with processes such as payroll, ac
counting, and stock recording. It was later realized
that computers could be used to improve the quality,
accuracy, and timeliness of information needed by
decision makers, and the notions of management
information systems and decision support systems
entered management vocabulary. The accepted view
was that computers were a passive element in strate
gic planning and that IS’s role was purely to support
the attainment of organizational objectives. More re
cently, it has been suggested that IS can play a very
active role in creating competitive advantage (see,
for example, Information Week, May 26, 1986).
Many senior executives now recognize that infor
mation systems technology can play a pivotal role in
enhancing organizational performance, and IS man
agers must respond to this recognition by identifying
and delivering information systems that have a stra
tegic impact.
A great deal of the literature on the use of compu
ters for competitive advantage has originated in the
United States (eg Wiseman [1988]) and draws heav
ily upon examples of successful strategic information
systems in American firms. There are now emerging
similar instances in Australian organizations. Pitt
and Watson [1989] report case studies of Australian
wholesaling and retailing firms using information
technology in logistics to gain an advantage. They
also describe a process that can be used to identify
opportunities for the strategic use of computers.
Sager [1988] has conducted a detailed analysis of
competitive information systems in Australian retail
banking. The increased competition resulting from
the deregulation of Australian banking and the
branch banking system, with its wide geographical
dispersion and high transaction volumes, makes
Australian retail banking a fertile field for investigat
ing the impact of competing through computers.
Issues 5, 6, and 7 are closely related and deal with
the general issue of developing an awareness in
senior managers that IS can play a key role in attain
ing organizational objectives. Often, IS managers
find that this is a difficult task because they are not
part of the dominant coalition that runs the organi
zation [March, 1962]. Because IS managers are
frequently younger than their organizational equiv
alents and are often perceived as being technicians
rather than managers, they may well be considered
different from many other senior executives and
therefore find it difficult to join the ruling clique. As
the notion of competing through computers gains
wider acceptance among senior management, Aus
tralian IS managers should seize the opportunity to

promote themselves as members of the dominant
coalition.
8. facilitating mid managing end-user computing

I-.mi-user computing has burst onto the scene in the
last lew years with the introduction of cheap per
sonal computers and powerful software. It represents
a strategic fundamental change in organizational in
formation processing that will soon, if not already,
consume more resources than traditional data pro
cessing [Panko, 1988]. IS managers face a difficult
task in balancing the need to both encourage and
control end-user computing, and to avoid the major
pitfalls that can occur with the introduction of enduser computing [Davis, 1984], The increase in pro
ductivity, particularly among knowledge workers,
that can occur with the introduction of end-user
computing implies that IS managers must facilitate
the spread of end-user computing. However, they
also need to control the activities of end-users so that
resources are not wasted because of duplication of
systems, poor documentation, and inadequate con
cern for data management, integrity, and security.
End-user computing problems faced by Australian IS
managers are highlighted in a report of a roundtable
conference of Federal Public Service IS executives
[Mounic, 1988]. Recent research [Huff, Munro, and
Martin, 1988] provides a model that may help IS
executives manage end-user computing, but because
end-user computing is so new we are still in the early
stages of discovering how to manage this phenom
enon.
9. Promoting effective use of data as a resource

Many organizations have now made considerable
progress in establishing databases that capture much
of the key data in the enterprise. Nevertheless, hard
copy reports are still the major form of presentation
for Australian executives [Broadbent et al., 1988],
The problem is that too frequently managers are
unaware of what data is available, and if they are
aware they do not know how to access and reformat
the data into a form that supports decision making.
10. Facilitating organizational learning
and the use of IS technologies

The rapid development of new information technol
ogies presents many opportunities for enterprises to
revise organizational processes to improve efficiency
and effectiveness. Many organizations do not, have
well-established procedures for identifying poten
tially useful innovations, experimenting with them,
and successfully adapting them to their organizaTHE AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER JOURNAL, VOL 21, No 2, AUGUST 1989 123
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tion’s culture. Scott [1988], who reports the results of
interviews with Australian IS managers from a large
bank, a small mining company, and a large chemical
company, concludes that keeping abreast of new
technology is a full-time job that is beyond the scope
of most managers.
The separation of internal and external issues
The top ten issues can be classified in terms of
whether they focus on concerns internal or external
to the IS domain, or as Hirschheim, Earl, Feeny and
Lockett [1988] state, matters that are “inside IS”
and “beyond IS”. Internal issues are those matters
that deal with the functioning of the IS department,
and in this study are: human resources, information
architecture, and software development. Both the
design of an information architecture and develop
ment of software have an external element because
they involve interaction with personnel outside the
IS function. Information architecture is classified as
an internal issue because it is primarily an IS depart
ment output whose major purpose is to provide the
IS function with a framework to support the integra
tion and sharing of data across applications
[Brancheau, 1989]. Software development is catego
rized as an internal concern because this activity is
mainly performed within the IS department by IS
professionals. The remaining seven issues are exter
nally oriented as they deal with the relationship be
tween IS and the enterprise. It would appear that
Australian IS executives’ major problems arise from
the management of the interface between IS and the
organization. These findings are in accord with a
study of ten leading UK IS executives conducted by
Hirschheim et al. [1988], who found that the IS ex
ecutives agreed that they spend the majority of their
time on external tasks. Interestingly, these executives
felt that in the future they would be focusing more
attention on internal matters.
#
i#
y
The current prominence of external issueglimplies
that IS managers will have to spend more time out
side the IS function to reorient thinking towards
exploiting IT for strategic advantage and aligning IS
strategy with corporate directions [Hirschheim et al.,
1988]. In order to fulfil this role, the IS manager
should have a general management perspective and
be able to appreciate the viewpoint of other func
tional arfas so that a clear understanding of the
organization’s information systems needs is articu
lated. In those organizations where the IS manager
cannot make this transition, it is likely that a re
placement who has an enterprise orientation will
be appointed to head up IS. The message is quite
clear; external issues prevail, and IS management
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over the next few years will be based upon successful
resolution of external concerns.
Comparison with other studies

Studies of key IS issues have been conducted in the
US [Ball and Harris, 1982; Dickson et al., 1984;
Hartog and Herbert, 1986; Brancheau and Wetherbe,
1987], Singapore [Rao, Huff, and Davis, 1987], and
Europe [Davenport and Buday, 1988]. A comparison
of the Australian rankings with those of Europe and
the US [Brancheau and Wetherbe, 1987] is shown in
table 5. Because the Singapore study had a limited
sample size, n=19, and the wording of issues was
quite different from the other studies, no comparison
is made.
Table 4 Comparison of key issue studies
Australia Europe
US
Issue
1988
1988
1986
(n=48) (n=75) (n=68)
1
1
Improving IS strategic planning
1
Specifying, recruiting, and developing
2
7
12
human resources
Developing an information architecture
3
5
8
Improving the effectiveness of software
4
14
13
development
2
5
Aligning the IS organization with that
5
of the enterprise
Increasing understanding of the role
6
3
4
and contribution of IS
Using information systems for
7
4
2
competitive advantage
14
6
Facilitating and managing end-user
8
computing
12
7
Promoting effective use of data as a
9
resource
Facilitating organizational learning and
10
the use of IS technologies
,

|,
The Australian and US studies can be readily com
pared since they were both three round Delphi stud
ies with almost identical wording of the key issues.
There are a number of observations that can be
made. First, the two studies show that strategic plan
ning for IS is a key concern in both IS communities.
Second, Australian managers are having greater dif
ficulty in solving IS human resources problems, with
apparently the shortage of appropriately skilled IS
personnel a relatively greater problem in Australia
than the US. This is not surprising given the inher
ent rigidities of an Australian educational system
which has inhibited and curtailed possible responses
to the personnel shortage. Third, American IS man
agers are less concerned than their Australian coun
terparts with the development of an information
architecture and improving the effectiveness of soft
ware development. The prominence of these issues
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in Australia may be a reflection of the human re
source problem because Australia may well lack suf
ficient experienced people to perform these tasks.
Fourth, the use of computers for competitive advan
tage is ranked more highly in the US. A possible
explanation is that the US survey was based on IS
managers who are members of the Society for Infor
mation Mangement, and as part of their membership
these managers receive a subscription to MIS Quar
terly, which has featured a number of practitioner
oriented articles on the competitive use of compu
ters. It is unlikely that Australian managers have
received the same level of exposure to the ‘com
peting through computers’ concept. Finally, Austra
lian IS managers are less concerned with the
application of new technologies to organizational
problems. Overall, the major differences appear to
result from the more severe Australian human re
sources shortage—a problem that is well-recognized
within Australia.
The European study was undertaken by a consult
ing firm which received 75 responses from a single
round questionnaire mailed to the 2,000 readers of
its newsletter. The wording of the issues used in this
study was very similar to that used by Brancheau
and Wetherbe [1987], and the study was almost cer
tainly based on their work. Thus, comparison with
the Australian findings is very easy, and the follow
ing observations are made. First, strategic planning
for IS is the primary concern in Europe, as well as
Australia and the US. Second, human resources,
software development and management of end-user
computing issues are relatively less critical in
Europe. Lack of data for the European scene and the #
diversity of business cultures found within Europe
make it difficult to comment on why these differ
ences occur.
Kendall’s tau [Siegel, 1956] can be used to com
pare the overall rankings for Australia, Europe, and
the USA. Table 6 shows a significant relationship, at
the 10 percent level, between the rankings of
European and US IS managers. Australian IS man
agers’ rankings are different from those of their
European and American colleagues, and as already
suggested previously, this is most likely due to the
human resources problems being experienced in
Australia.

Table 5 Correlation of ranking of key issues
Kendall’s tau (probability)
Europe
USA
Australia
0.31
(.21)
-0.16
(.53)
Australia
1.00
1.00
0.45 (.07)
Europe
1.00
USA

SUMMARY

The purpose of this study was to indicate to IS man
agers the problems that their colleagues are facing
and to alert those who serve the IS community as to
where they should be directing their resources. While
it is believed that the investigation is representative
of the views of the top 200 Australian IS managers,
it should be remembered that a mail sur\ey is a
snapshot of opinion and changing circumstances can
quickly alter IS managers’ priorities. New issues, for
example end-user computing, can emerge \er\
quickly. The results should be used with caution and
a careful watch maintained for emerging concerns.
Managers are most concerned with improving IS
strategic planning, and there is certainly a need for
further research and study in this area. Such work
might provide answers to why IS planning is a prob
lem and lead to the development of methodologies
to support more effective IS planning. Consultants
may need to improve or broaden their current prod
ucts to satisfy client needs and could possibly benefit
by more actively marketing their offerings in the IS
planning area. Professional societies could foster in
teraction among IS managers and practitioners by
sponsoring a conference on IS planning.
The human resources problem is perhaps even
more difficult to solve, and is likely to become more
severe in the future because the Australian education
system clearly lacks the wherewithal to react effec
tively to market needs without a substantial increase
in support from the Australian Government and
business community. The solution is not to bemoan
the problem, but rather for organizations to take the
initiative in the development of more IS practitio
ners, rather than hope that someone else will solve
their problem.
All of the top ten issues identified in this study
address managerial problems with an emphasis on
issues related to the interface between the IS func
tion and the organization. To be successful in this
environment, the IS executive must manage the re
lationship between the IS department and the
organization and be prepared to spend more time
operating outside the department than within it. In
effect, the IS manager has to take an holistic perspec
tive and see IS as something within the organization,
rather than see the organization as something out
side IS. Successful IS managers will make this tran
sition and in so doing reduce the level of concern
associated with many of the current issues.
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APPENDIX A
Sample of round one questionnaire Key Information
Systems Management Issues
What do you consider to be the most critical issues facing IS
executives over the next three to five years? Please indicate your
views by rating each issue on the scale 1 to 10, where 1 indicates
a lowest priority issue and 10 indicates a highest priority issue.
The more important the issue the higher the score. Use the space
below to assign your ratings. Please feel free to change the word
ing of the issues or modify the rationale. Space is provided at the
end of the form to write in additional issues.
Your rating
Key issues and their rationale
1. _________
Issue: Planning, implementing, and managing
office automation.
Rationale: Office automation is being imple
mented by many organizations to improve
“white collar” productivity. Problems arise in de
termining how this should be done and what the
role of IS should be.
2. _________
Issue: Planning, implementing, and managing
factory automation.
Rationale: Factories are being automated to es
tablish an internationally competitive position.
Many functions are involved—manufacturing,
engineering, research & development, etc. Coor
dination of automation efforts is critical. What
should the role of the IS department be? How
should these new systems be integrated within
themselves and within traditional IS applica
tions?

APPENDIX B
Sample of round two questionnaire sent
to round one respondents
Key Information Systems Management Issues
What do you consider to be the most critical issues facing IS
executives over the next three to five years? Please indicate your
views by rating each issue on the scale 1 to 10, where 1 indicates
a lowest priority issue and 10 indicates a highest priority issue.
The more important the issue the higher the score. Use the space
below to assign your ratings. Space is provided at the end of the
form to write in additional issues. Rating means that you give
each issue a score between 1 and 10 inclusive. Inappropriate
issues should be given a score of 1.
Average Your
rating rating
round 1 round 1
1.

7.25

8

2.

7.16

10

Your Key issues and their rationale
rating
this
round
_____ Issue: Improving IS strategic plan
ning.
Rationale: It is increasingly critical to
an organization’s success that it aligns
its long-range plan with its strategic
business plan. Rapidly changing busi
ness environments, increased involve
ment of end-users, and accelerated
technological change underscore the
need to continue improving strategic
planning skills.
_____ Issue: Developing an information ar
chitecture.
Rationale: A corporate/global infor
mation architecture- is needed to
identify the major information catego
ries used within an enterprise and
their relationships to business pro

cesses. It is necessary to guide applica
tions development and facilitate the
sharing of data.

Sample of round two questionnaire sent to round
one non-respondents
Key Information Systems Management Issues
What do you consider to be the most critical issue facing IS
executives over the next three to five years? Please indicate your
views by rating each issue on the scale 1 to 10, where 1 indicates
a lowest priority issue and 10 indicates a highest priority issue,
liie more important the issue the higher the score. Use the space
below to assign your ratings.
Space is provided at the end of the form to write in additional
issues. Rating means that you give each issue a score between 1
and 10 inclusive. Inappropriate issues should be given a score
of 1.
Average
rating
round l
1.

7.25

2.

7.16

Your
Key issues and their rationale
rating
this
round
_____ _ Issue: Improving IS strategic planning.
Rationale: It is increasingly critical to
an organization’s success that it aligns
its long-range plan with its strategic
business plan. Rapidly changing busi
ness environments, increased involve
ment of end-users, and accelerated
technological change underscore the
need to continue improving strategic
planning skills.
______ Issue: Developing an information archi
tecture.
Rationale: A corporate/global infor
mation architecture is needed to ident
ify the major information categories
used within an enterprise and their rela
tionships to business processes. It is
necessary to guide applications develop
ment and facilitate the sharing of data.

APPENDIX C
Rating data by Delphi round
Rank Issue
i
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
ll
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Strategic planning
Human resources
Information architecture
Software development
Alignment with organisation
IS’s role and contribution
Competitive advantage
End-user computing
Data as a resource
Organisational learning
Data integrity & quality
Management skills of IS staff
Telecommunications
Identification of opportunities
Applications portfolio
Decentralisation with PCs
Security & control
Integrating DP, 0A, FA, TC
Measuring effectiveness

f

Mean Std
rating dev
7.31 2.51
7.04 2.66
7.21 2.44,
6.71 2.44
6.46 2.85
6.12 2.73
6.46 2.60
6.60 2.35
5.87 2.77
6.33 2.49
5.73 2.58
-new issue5.96 2.57

Mean Std
rating dev
8.18 1.71
7.46 1.84
7.61 1.75
6.98 1.67
7.48 1.63
6.57 1.80
6.80 1.91
6.86 1.84
6.46 1.60
6.36 1.42
6.27 1.54
5.98 1.80
6.50 1.68
-new issue5.73 2.61 6.30 1.79
-new issue- 6.02 1.94
6.13 2.57 6.37 1.65
5.85 2.80 5.93 2.12
5.75 2.50 5.80 2.03

Mean
rating
8.09
7.61
7.42
7.20
7.18
6.98
6.83
6.74
6.61
6.37
6.31
6.24
6.21
6.19
6.17
6tl2
6.08
5.99
5.99

Std
dev
1.85
1.67
1.37
1.61
1.74
1.74
1.75
1.80
1.52
1.08
1.37
1.97
1.61
1.76
1.99
1.85
1.56
2.02
1.95
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Rank Issue
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
3I
32
33
34
35
36

Ranking projects
Effective chargeout
Multi-vendor integration
Relational DBMS
IS staff skills
Packaged software
Organization of IS
IS funding levels
Decision support systems
Office automation
Control of growth
IS as a business
Computer graphics
CASE
Data & document storage
Artificial intelligence
Factory automation

Mean Std
rating dev

Mean Std
rating dev

Mean Std
rating dev

-new issue-new issue5.92 2.50
5.12 2.81

5.39 2.10
5.ll 2.53
6.09 2.00
5.45 2.10
-new issue5.14 2.01
-new issue4.80 2.15
5.52 1.77
4.98 1.90
-new issue5.23 2.44
4.62 1.75
5.09 2.23
4.68 1.81
3.70 1,74
3.46 2.43

5.87
5.77
5.73
5.56
5.31
5.17
5.17
5.08
5.06
5.02
5.00
4.96
4.57
4.55
4.31
3.96
3.62

4.96

2.57

5.17
5.56
4.98

2.77
2.17
2.57

-new issue4.35 2.51
5.35 2.86
4.73 2.45
4.06 2.23
4.06 2.82

1.67
2.31
2.13
1.99
1.67
1.79
2.37
2.15
1.77
1.76
2.05
2.16
1.89
2.22
1.65
1.86
2.53

control against the need for slack. Clarification of IS and
end-user roles is a necessity.
7.

Rationale: In many businesses, long-term survival is depen
dent upon using information systems to gain competitive
advantage. The business can be lost without it. Competitive
advantage results from recognition of opportunities
through creativity and innovation, followed by rapid imple
mentation. These are historical weaknesses of IS.
8.

9.

Rationale: It is increasingly critical to an organization’s
success that it aligns its long-range plan with its strategic
business plan. Rapidly changing business environments, in
creased involvement of end-users, and accelerated techno
logical change underscore the need to continue improving
strategic planning skills.
2.

3.

10.

11.

12.

Issue: Developing an information architecture.

Issue: Aligning the IS organization with that of'fne enter
prise.
Rationale: The effectiveness with which IS can support the
enterprise’s information needs is dependent on the IS de
partment’s position within the enterprise. Too often IS is
not located appropriately within the organization.

5.

13.

14.

Issue: Improving the effectiveness of software development.
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Issue: Planning and managing the applications portfolio.

Issue: Improving data integrity and quality assurance.
Rationale: Mainframe applications, timesharing extracts,
and personal computer applications are all used to analyse
data and prepare reports. Frequently there are discrepan
cies among these different data sources due to lack of con
trols in IS and user departments. Too often computer
printouts are assumed to be accurate. Such assumptions
can lead to faulty business decisions.

Issue; Facilitating and managing end-user computing.
Rationale: The proliferation of end-user computing through
personal computers offers the promise of improved pro
ductivity but also the dangers of inadequate management
control. Information systems management must balance

Issue: Improving information security and control.
Rationale: As organizations increase Hheir dependehce on
information systems, there is a greater risk from destruc, tlon and alteration of data, disclosure to outside ■ sources,
J and disruption of information services. Tight secure con
trols and fault tolerant information delivery are becoming a
necessity.
#

Rationale: The applications portfolio is rapidly increasing
in size, complexity, and maintenance cost. Despite the lon
gevity of the maintenance problem, too little is known
about managing it effectively.

Rationale: The application development backlog remains at
unacc|ptably high levels. Users are getting impatient. Add
to thif the increasing costs of human resources and the
need for improved effectiveness in systems development
becomes clear.
6.

Issue: Facilitating organizational learning and the use of IS
technologies.
Rationale: Organizations that prosper will be those that
make use of appropriate new IS technologies in their entire
operation. Business practices and organizational structures
will need to be modified in many cases. IS also must dem
onstrate its own ability to learn and use new technology.

Rationale: A corporate/global information architecture is
needed to identify the major information categories used
within an enterprise and their relationships to business pro
cesses. It is necessary to guide applications development
and facilitate the sharing of data.
%,
%
4.

Issue: Planning, implementing and managing telecommuni
cations.
Rationale: Communication is the lifeblood of the organiza
tion. Using IS for competitive advantage often depends
heavily on communications. Rapid and major changes in
the industry complicate this task.

Issue: Specifying, recruiting, and developing human re
sources of IS.
Rationale: Current and future shortages of qualified infor
mation systems personnel threaten the IS department’s
ability to keep up with the information needs of its parent
organization. Computer personnel need to be recognized as
people who can assist the organization to grow. They have
to develop the ability to identify with the employer.

Issue: Promoting effective use of the data resource.
Rationale: The organization’s data resource is growing in
size, complexity, and value. Despite this, it remains largely
unrecognized, inaccessible, and underutilized. IS must de
velop a climate within its department and throughout the
organization which values the data resource as a corporate
asset.

KEY ISSUES AND THEIR RATIONALE
Issue: Improving IS strategic planning.

Issue: Increasing senior management’s understanding of the
role and contribution of IS.
Rationale: IS is often viewed by senior management as an
overhead expense without appreciating new IS technologies
in their entire operation. Business practices and organiza
tional structures will need to be modified in many cases,
and there needs to be a greater commitment by senior
management to IS. IS also must demonstrate its own ability
to learn and use technology to meet organizational goals.

APPENDIX D

1.

Issue: Using information systems for competitive advan
tage.

15.

Issue: Management skills of senior IS staff.
Rationale: Not enough attention is paid to training man
agers with a technical background in basic people and man
agement skills.
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16.

Issue: Enabling electronic data interchange and multi
vendor integration.
Rationale: Electronic communications with vendors and
customers may offer tremendous competitive advantage to
a company. IS executives must push for basic industry
standards. Standards would enable electronic data inter
change and cost effective multi-vendor environments with
out major conversion costs or loss of functionality.

17.

Issue: Integrating data processing, office automation, and
telecommunications.

28.

Issue: Measuring IS effectiveness and productivity.

29.

Issue: Converting and using relational database manage
ment systems.

30.

31.

22.

32.

23.

Issue: Operating the IS function as a business unit.

33.

34.

25.

35.

Issue: Establishing an effective chargeout system.

Issue: Acquiring and using computer assisted systems engi
neering software.
Rationale: To improve the productivity of IS professionals,
computer systems are needed to support analysis, design
and implementation activities.

Issue: The lack of multiple skills in existing IS staff.
Rationale: The power of personal computers and relational
data base systems is forcing IS managers to evaluate the
suitability of staff for this new environment. There is a
need for a hybrid IS person i.e. programmer/analyst/data
base designer/communications specialist. Many existing
staff do not have this combination of skills.

Rationale: The user pays concept needs to be effectively
implemented to ensure that IS spending is controlled.
26.

Issue: Assisting user management to identify and rank op
portunities for the use of information technology.
Rationale: User management is not fully aware of the po
tential of information technology to improve its unit’s per
formance, and IS personnel do not understand the business
well-enough to recognize opportunities. There is a problem
in matching the business know-how of the users and IS
specialists’ knowledge so that IS develops the high return
applications for users.

Issue: Selecting and integrating packaged application soft
ware.
Rationale: The changing relationship among costs of hard
ware, packaged software, and human resources makes man
aging this aspect of the business critical. Using purchased
application software can cut costs, boost productivity, and
increase user satisfaction, but it can result in poor integra
tion of systems and serious maintenance problems.

Issue: Organization of a corporate MIS department and
subsidiary MIS departments in each business unit.
Rationale: In an organization divided into business units, it
is difficult to maintain overall control of MIS and at the
same time allow each business unit the flexibility to provide
its own MIS services.

Rationale: The IS function should be self-funding and oper
ate in a business environment.
24.

Issue: Planning, implementing, and managing factory auto
mation.
Rationale: Factories are being automated to establish an
internationally competitive position. Many functions are
involved—manufacturing, engineering, research and devel
opment, etc. Coordination of automation efforts is critical.
What should the role of the IS department be? How should
these new systems be integrated within themselves and
within traditional IS applications?

Issue: Developing and implementing decision support sys
tems.
Rationale: Improving the effectiveness of managers is an
important objective for information systems. There has
been much promised but too little success in this area.

Issue: Managing the impact of artificial intelligence.
Rationale: Artificial intelligence may be the tool to integrate
IS with other functions in the organization. Its potential is
not well understood. Although it is becoming increasingly
feasible, too little is known about managing this tech
nology.

Issue: Ranking of potential development projects.
Rationale: Constraints on IS spending make it more diffi
cult to resource many projects and there is a need for a
method of effectively ranking potential projects.

Issue: Making effective use of computer graphics.
Rationale: Computer graphics offer an effective way to pre
sent information. Problems need to be resolved in using
graphics interactively and remotely, and integrating it with
standard reporting mechanisms.

Rationale: IBM is suggesting that its major users convert to
relational DBMS by 1990. How? Is it really necessary for
end-user applications? Can organizations afford the addi
tional hardware and conversion costs? Too little is known
about this technology.
21.

Issue: Managing data and document storage.
Rationale: Information stored in both electronic and
hardcopy form is accumulating at a staggering pace. There
is a need to provide for future data and document storage
requirements.

Rationale: The measurement of IS performance is crucial to
its effective management. This is becoming more important
as organizations invest more and more money in infor
mation systems.
20.

Issue: Determining appropriate IS funding levels.
Rationale: There is no generally accepted way of establish
ing the level of IS funding relative to the other funding
needs of the organization. This can put both IS and general
managers at a disadvantage.

Rationale: The capability now exists to integrate systems
that are based on these diverse technologies. As organiza
tions try to integrate these technologies, organizational and
managerial problems will need to be solved.
19.

Issue: Planning, implementing, and managing office auto
mation.
Rationale: Office automation is being implemented by
many organizations to improve “white collar” productivity.
Problems arise in determining how this should be done and
what the role of IS should be.

Issue: Decentralization of processing with the development
of personal computers.
Rationale: The acquisition of personal computers is shifting
processing from the mainframe to the personal computer.
Some IS professionals are resisting this change. There is a
need to develop procedures for effective control of end-user
computing.

18.

27.

36.

Issue: Control of growth for both existing and new applica
tions.
Rationale: IS management needs to ensure that growth in
usage is constrained to planned limits and that new appli
cations match the IS corporate database plan.
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Is the prevailing education available to undergradu
ates studying computer-based information systems
adequate? Computing courses generally suffer from a
popular misconception which many of them do little
to disperse. It is a misconception that all computing
work is little more than an arena for
“bright young men of dishevelled appearance,
often with sunken glowing eyes ... sitting at com
puter consoles, their arms tensed and waiting to
fire their fingers, already poised to strike, at the
buttons and keys on which their attention seems to
be rivetted as a gambler’s on the rolling dice ...
they are oblivious to their bodies and to the world
in which they move. They exist, at least when so
engaged, only through and for the computers.
These are computer bums, compulsive program
mers. They are an international phenomenon.”
(Weizenbaum, 1976, pi 16)
Just as the stereotype of the timid and reclusive
librarian leads to misinformed choices of a career
involving considerable interpersonal contact, so the
stereotype of the midnight hacker—so prominent in
mass media coverage of computing developments—
masks the reality of the Information System De
signer as an organizational politician (Pettigrew,
1973; Buchanan & Boddy, 1982).
The support this stereotype has within educational
circles can be judged from the results of a survey of
UK courses by Buckingham and Land (1987). They
identified just twenty-two courses which emphasize
information systems rather than computer science
and technology in relative isolation, out of a total of
over 200. Only ten of these courses are for under
graduates. Concern for this sort of unbalanced ac
tivity, from a system-wide point* of view, iwas
reflected in earlier reports of ACM Curriculum Com
mittees (Couger, 1973; Nunamaker et al, 1982).
The concern is well placed, as the pervasive influ
ence which computing has already had in the world
beyond the computer console shows. Examples of
the social impact of computing range from the com
paratively homely (such as the convenience offered
by automatic teller machines at your local shopping
centre, “plastic money”, and the like) to the funda
mentally threatening (such as computer mediated
warfare and the Strategic Defence Initiative). The
information centred nature of this post-industrial so
ciety has been characterized in terms of the: “codifi
cation of theoretical knowledge”, and the ^
“new intellectual technology [of] artificial intelli
gence ... [which] will take its place beside writing,
painting, mathematics, and other technologies that
have changed the way we think.” (Feigenbaum
and McCorduck, p 35)
How, then, could it have come about that the em-
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phasis on computer science and technology in rela
tive isolation, identified by Buckingham and Land,
has so greatly exceeded the attention given to a more
comprehensive view of information systems?
Dummet’s (1986) answer is an indictment of
narrow-minded technicism:
.. most technological changes are prompted by
motives unconnected with concern for their effect
on people’s lives: the fascination of scientists and
technicians with intellectual problems, and their
pride in solving them; the desire for commercial
gain; the military need for more effective means of
killing people, or for the means of killing them in
greater numbers. By no conceivable standards,
however, could the human race as a whole be
judged to be doing well.” (Dummet, 1986, p xii)
The present approach to computer education must
be placed in a broader context which Albu (1980)
traces to the mid-nineteenth century when a debate
raged on the relative merits of practical and theoreti
cal training for engineers. The consequent split be
tween practical and theoretical knowledge and the
relative status attached to each can be traced to the
British 1944 Education Act which relegated those
students regarded as less academically able to a tech
nically oriented secondary education. In current
computing education terms the legacy of this process
is an implicit hierarchy from “pure” computer sci
ence, via information systems to business comput
ing. If, however, the human purposes which
computer systems ultimately serve are acknowl
edged, this hierarchy might be inverted.
Swords-Isherwood (1980) reports a continuing
preference for disembedded, generalist knowledge in *
British and to a lesser extent North American man
agement, over direct experience of the organisation’s
technical core even when this is highly complex. This
reluctance to ground theoretical knowledge in physi
cal realities may be seen in the preference for paper
and pencil over machinery expressed by some “real”
computer scientists. The deeply ingrained preference
for the pure, unsullied intellectual approach to
knowledge may be evidenced by the British myth
that Cambridge “greats” represent a better founda
tion for computer science than any technically or
scientifically oriented education. Clearly the success
ful development of computer-based information sys
tems requires an acknowledgement of the
interdependence of theory and practice, and a means
of integration between them.
INFORMATICS
What can be done to move beyond the gloomy pros
pect of Weizenbaum’s “compulsive programmer” in

Dummet’s human race which is doing so poorly in
its control of technological change? Within the
sphere of computing, it would be constructive to
provide undergraduate programmes of study which
prepared students well for working towards benefi
cial technological change. This idea is reflected in
“informatics”, that is, the discipline concerned with
“An integrated understanding of fundamental
computer science together with the political, econ
omic, social, organizational and individual human
issues which arise from the design, development,
and operation of computer based information
systems.” (Abel et al, 1985, p 81)
What kind of degree programme would lead to
such an integrated understanding—and also to the
well-integrated practise of informatics? A major re
quirement would be that the programme tackle im
portant problems in its area of study and that
students be empowered by their study to tackle these
problems effectively. Since informatics is concerned
not only with issues of computer science, politics,
economics, etc. in the abstract, but also with the
actual contexts in which computing takes place, it
follows that a sound degree programme would focus
clearly on the interactions of these matters. And to
do this it would need to involve students in work
with colleagues on projects reflecting real computing
work. Group-based project-work would therefore be
vital.
Such a programme would, in short, be concerned
with theory in practice rather than theory in isola
tion or practice in isolation. A programme could not
do this adequately by conventional didactic methods
alone, that is, by means of the conventional lecture/
tutorial kind of teaching. These means have their
benefits, but they do not include the experiential
learning which is essential to integrating theory in
practice. No amount of learning about something
will, alone, prepare a student adequately to practise a
particular skill or to make use of knowledge in a
sensible, appropriate, and effective way. This is even
more so when the learning in question concerns the
design, development, and operation of computer
based information systems. For such systems are
generally complex and operate in highly complex
human and social contexts. The graduate who is to
perform well in this kind of situation needs to know
both about these matters and how to function effec
tively within their framework.
THE BACHELOR OF INFORMATICS DEGREE
AT GRIFFITH UNIVERSITY
The Bachelor of Informatics at Griffith University in
Brisbane, was designed to achieve the kind of
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undergraduate education outlined above. (Ross,
1984; Ross et al, 1985; Abel et al, 1985; Margetson,
1987) Two related aspects were particularly import
ant in this design. First, the degree programme was
strongly problem-oriented. The problem-orientation
was reflected in a structured set of questions forming
the framework for the degree programme. The ques
tions expressed the problems considered to be cen
trally important to the discipline of informatics;
these were the questions which students would need
to come to an understanding of during their
programme of study and learn to tackle effectively.
They were identified by the design group, which in
cluded members specializing in such areas as compu
ter science and various applications of computers.
During the period of the primary planning of the
programme, the direction which the planning was
taking was discussed with representatives of private
and public organizations in Brisbane. These discus
sions provided substantial encouragement for the di
rection of the planning. Such encouragement was
reiterated in a liaison committee which maintained
contact with academic and other organizations
during the primary planning.
Second, and closely related to its problem-oriented
nature, the degree programme embodied a signifi
cant amount of project work integrated with the
other work of the programme—a quarter of the work
•in each year of the programme comprises project
work. Moreover, the project work is continuous
throughout the whole of each academic year. In
giving this emphasis to project work, the programme
reflects a growing interest in project work in the area
of computer-based information systems and in
higher education generally.
AN OUTLINE BACKGROUND TO PROJECT
WORK

Projects as named components i%educational curric
ula have been recognized since the term was first
used in 1908 in connection with agricultural courses
in Massachusetts, although the first major account
was given in 1918 in William H. Kilpatrick’s paper
“The project method”. (Adderley et al, 1975) The
close relation between problems and projects was
evident in the influence on Kilpatrick of Dewey’s
work, especially Democracy and Education which
was punished in 1916 and gave considerable im
portance-to the role of problems in education. While
the project method was most clearly recognized and
developed in the United States, its use apparently
spread quickly. Adderley et al (1975) found evidence
that
“a small number of British university departments
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were using the project method as early as the
1920s, and its employment in postgraduate educa
tion must extend well back into the nineteenth
century although it would not have been described
as such.”
Project work may vary widely in nature. Cornwall
et al (1977) distinguish three “idealised” models in
terms of which to organize the range of educational
activities which may be counted as project work.
Their Model A (“the project as a vehicle for teaching
technical skills and knowledge”) is characterized by
an “emphasis ... on the interpretation, application,
and integration of knowledge within the discipline or
subject area” (p 2). It is closest to traditional educa
tion in so far as the model is uni-disciplinary, often
does not involve group work, usually assesses stu
dents only individually, and tends to be regarded as
a culmination in a process of knowledge acquisition.
Their Model B (“projects as a means of developing
general professional skills and attitudes”, p 3) repre
sents a stronger form of project work in that it typi
cally involves group work requiring the students to
bring together considerations from different areas of
study in a way closer to “real life” problems, and
project work often begins at the start of a course of
study rather than as a culmination. Model C
(“project-orientation; projects as the main determi
nant of course content”, p 5) represents the strongest
form of project work. On this model the
“premise is that the subject matter studied in a
course should itself be determined only by the theor
etical and practical needs of real project work.”
(Cornwall et al, 1977, p 5)
Advantages claimed for project-oriented education
include the more effective learning of both isubject
(or “content”) knowledge and knowledge-acquisition
processes, motivation via interest in a substantial
arfd complex piece of work especially if students
have had some part in selecting the project, the fos
tering of students ability to work independently, co
operation and the development of effective oral and
written communication. In the area of computerbased information systems, project work has been
evident for some time; examples are described and
referred to in Lawrence and Brookes (1980), and in
Boehm (1981) for instance.
PROJECT WORK IN THE BACHELOR OF
INFORMATICS DEGREE

Project-work in groups occupies a pivotal place in
the problem-oriented degree structure. Its purpose is
central to the programme. The purpose is the pro
vision of an experiential base on which the student
can construct a framework for the integration of the
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wide range of knowledge and skills essential to suc
cess in information systems design.
The crucial role given to project work throughout
the degree programme is based on the recognition of
changes in computing technology. Growth in the size
and complexity of computing projects in many orga
nizations and contexts means that the development
and utilization of appropriate design methodologies
is critical to the activity of design and development.
Such activity is epistemologically distinct from both
a scientific and a humanities framework. Design and
development method does not lie on a continuum
between scientific and critical method, but rather
forms the third point of a triangle with humanities
and science (Archer, 1979). Its position reflects the
extent to which successful “designerly” intervention
in the world requires both extrinsic “knowing that”
and intrinsic “knowing how” (Cross et al, 1980).
This combination is implicitly acknowledged in
the curriculum development for information systems
designers which has been subject to discussion
amongst members of the ACM, BCS, and IFIP since
the early seventies (Nunamaker et al, 1982;
Buckingham et al, 1987). The value of a systems
approach utilizing project work and practical experi
ence as integrative devices is well recognized. How
ever, as we noted earlier, Buckingham and Land
(1987) indicate that the impact of such deliberations
on educational practice has been limited so far.
Educational practice often—even typically—
assumes the model of fragmented and specialized
study proceeding in more or less isolated “subject”
streams. This certainly produces specialists in
narrow areas, and has some benefits from that per
spective. But the benefits are severely limited. There
is a pressing need for specialists in another sense:
those who can bring together in their practice diverse
but crucially important considerations. The Bachelor
of Informatics programme represents a move in this
direction. It must be said that the move is a modest
one. It could have been much more thoroughgoing
than it is. Nonetheless, it does represent a significant
move towards integrated study, a move which is
comparatively unfamiliar in computing education
but clearly needed to overcome unproductive frag
mentation.
Elsewhere, project work is becoming recognized as
a means of overcoming such fragmentation. The in
fluential curriculum development group at the
Carnegie-Mellon Software Engineering Institute have
paid particular attention to the use of project work
as an introduction to the integrative nature of soft
ware engineering. The group is primarily concerned
with the education of graduate or senior (third and

fourth year) students. Tomayko (1987) describes his
experience with the task of focussing a wide range of
developed technical skills on the point of application
in the software engineering project. However, the
Informatics programme approaches the tasks of skill
development and application in parallel.
In the Griffith programme, integration occurs in
two senses. First, project work is integrated with
other aspects of the programme in the sense that it is
an integral part of the programme as a whole; it is
not optional, and it is intimately related to other
aspects of the programme. And, second, project work
performs an integrating function in the programme
in the sense that it especially is the part of the
programme where other aspects of the programme
are brought together and used in the tackling of
informatics projects.
Since the informatics graduate will spend signifi
cant amounts of working time co-operating with
others, a vital aspect of the learning in project work
during the first year is concerned with the social
dynamics of small groups. At the same time students
are studying other aspects of informatics. The first
year, or Foundation Programme, comprises three
components: one focusing on immediate machinerelated issues (such as particular programming lan
guages and formal approaches to programming
methodology); another focusing on personal, social
and organizational issues arising within computing
activity and on its wider social implications; and the
third focusing on project work. Students are awarded
one final grade for the Foundation Programme as a
whole, and in order to progress to second year must
perform satisfactorily across all three components.
This pattern of assessment in the Foundation
Programme is intended to emphasize the
integratedness of studies in informatics. Thus, from
day one, so to speak, students begin learning both
about the various aspects of informatics and how to
work on informatics problems.
This means that by the time students enter second
year they have already had a solid grounding in ac
tually working intensively on informatics projects in
groups, supported by theoretical and reflective stud
ies of the processes of group work, the processes and
structures of manipulating information by formal
means in computing machines, and the human con
text of computing work. All informatics students un
dertake the same Foundation Programme of study in
first year. In second year these studies are extended,
and opportunities for the beginnings of some special
ization occur. Students continue with a common
“core” of study, and in addition they can select up to
two “concentration areas” in which to begin special
izing. The concentration areas currently available are
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in the areas of software engineering, artificial intelli
gence, organizational modelling, and electronics and
information systems. In third year students special
ize further in one concentration area, together with a
remaining, smaller, common core of study.
In these years project work is again pivotal. A
major change from first year, however, is that in
second and third years student groups work on
informatics projects for real clients. These are for
commercial, industrial, government, charity or other
not-for-profit organizations.

PROJECT WORK IN SECOND YEAR

The introduction of a practical, “live” project course
at second level is an unusual feature of the course.
Students are exposed, at this early stage in their
development in informatics, to the vagaries of realworld clients. The problems they must tackle are
thus complicated by real issues such as—to give ex
amples from two past projects—industrial relations
or dependence upon externally generated data de
layed by months from its promised delivery date.
The performance of students under such conditions
is a good indication of the programme’s ability to
deliver its promise.
Staff contact with some outside organizations, ini
tiated during the planning of the degree programme,
led to these organizations offering projects for
second-year students. Further projects have been
generated through staff contact with people in addi
tional organizations outside the University. Initial
negotiations between Informatics and outside orga
nization staff identify feasible projects. A brief de
scription of each of these is written up and displayed
for students, or, in some cases, clients give a presen
tation of their intended project. The latter approach
is becoming much more commo|i; Negotiation be
tween the course staff and students results Jl? group
ing of students into teams to tackle particular
projects.
The project work occurs in the Design and Devel
opment Workshop, a core course designed to extend
and deepen each student’s experience in developing
and evaluating computer-based information systems
by treating larger, more complex problems than
possible fn first year. The course builds on the prob
lem solving and team work forming the major theme
of the first year project course. The central question
addressed in the second-year course is: How are
problems of developing and evaluating information
systems solved within the constraints imposed by
client organizations?
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The Design and Development Workshop covers
both semesters (at Griffith the academic year is di
vided into semesters). The first semester provides a
formal introduction to design methodologies. Estab
lished information system design methodologies are
reviewed, and formal design methods from a number
of fields are examined. The development of interest
in formal design methodologies in three dimensional
applications is discussed, along with its further and
more recent development by information system de
signers. The nature of formal methods and their use
is discussed in parallel with the examination of
scientific methodology undertaken in a separate
course entitled Systems, Theories, and Models. Con
currently, students are gaining technical knowledge
and skill in system design and programming through
another core course, entitled Data Structures, which
will also be integrated with the project work.
Workshops in the Design and Development Work
shop allow students to explore a range of design and
project management methodologies. At the same
time students are forming project teams of between
three and five members, and examining the projects
offered by clients for completion during second sem
ester. Subsequently a range of information system
design methodologies is examined and students are
expected to examine such methods critically, in the
light of their personal experience during the design
projects.
In the course of their projects students must also
tackle consultant/client negotiation, involving oral
and written communication techniques. The formal
recording of design team discussions occurs through
minutes and memoranda, plus user and technical
documentation to a standard appropriate to their
specific implementation. Two other concurrent
courses running during second semester provide a
sfffdy of the material to be integrated at this stage.
These courses, entitled, Systems, Organizations, and
Information, and Data Models, extend the immediate
computing (or “technical”) and contextual material
studied earlier. In 1989 the course entitled Data
Models was delivered in the first semester in order
to provide earlier access by students to the course
material.
In 1988 three staff members provided the formal
content of the Design and Development Workshop.
Two of the three also work outside the .University,
and are currently engaged in large-scale information
system design themselves. In line with an aim of the
course to encourage the independence of students,
there is less direct supervision from staff who, as
project supervisors, monitor the progress of groups,
offering only minimal technical advice. The inde
pendence of students is promoted by utilizing the
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interpersonal and team building skill gained in first
year. The supervision is systematic, each group of
students being required to schedule a regular meet
ing with one of the three staff members. Each group
has a half-hour meeting per week with a supervisor.
The contact load for each supervisor worked out to
2hrs/week for the 12 student groups in 1988. The
total amount of time students are expected to spend
on the course is of the order of 280 hours over the
whole year. With continuing strong growth in the
programme it is hoped to maintain this staff-student
ratio by involving an additional staff co-ordinator
for every four student groups. This allows a modular
approach to expansion, with additional staff being
limited to the two hours contact. A more problem
atic aspect of staffing the courses is the full-time
attention required for the negotiation of second and
third year projects. Before the assessment is com
pleted for one year, staff are contacting potential
clients for the next. In many respects the courses
produce their own publicity, but this fifty week per
year commitment must be acknowledged.
Within this total time, and in addition to the time
spent on the regular scheduled meeting with the pro
ject supervisor, the three staff in the course and other
members of staff are available in the capacity of
specialist advisers for technical aspects of each pro
ject. Any such staff consultancy time is budgeted
against each project. This is to emphasize to students
both the value of time and the need to be adequately
prepared in order to profit from specialist advice.
Each student group is allocated up to 15 hours of
staff consultancy, from whichever staff member they
wish. Groups may expend this resource at whichever
point in their project they deem appropriate.
Consultancy beyond this allocation is available on
the basis of a 5 per cent reduction in total marks
available per additional hour. So far no group has
come close to exhausting its allocation.
In regard to assessment, two individual written
assignments supplement the assessment of the group
project. Both written assignments involve a critical
evaluation by the student of the effectiveness of
formal information systems design methodologies
covered in the first semester, in the context of the
central question of the course. The group project
itself is marked progressively, mainly in the form of
a user requirement analysis in first semester and a
completed project in second semester. The user re
quirement analysis is accompanied by appropriate
documentation of group decisions and progress in
the project. In the light of experience, the first stage
involving the user requirement analysis has been
strengthened. In this stage students are now required
to complete a formal specification of user require

ments. The passing criterion is the successful com
pletion of a number of stages to the required
standard of quality. The grade awarded also reflects
the group’s presentation of their product to their
client and the standard of the accompanying project
documentation.
Marks are awarded on a group and an individual
basis. The project itself is allocated a mark, and each
group member is awarded the group mark unless a
dispute procedure is invoked. This procedure, estab
lished in first year, is available for the resolution of
disputes over relative contributions from each team
member. While this arrangement may mean that
some students obtain a mark enhanced by an astute
choice of team mates, their final grade is moderated
by the individual assessment items. Exposure to such
effects of teamwork is part of the educational objec
tive. The ratio of group to individual marks in the
course assessment is 3:2. In any case the remainder
of the programme provides more than enough indi
vidual assessment to allow adequate discrimination
of the relative abilities of students.
The range of projects tackled by the first three
cohorts of students is outlined in the Appendix. Each
project attracted between one and three groups. In
the case of the Statistical Reports project, three sep
arate groups independently agreed to integrate their
projects in order to provide a viable solution for the
client.
THIRD YEAR PROJECT WORK
In the second year project work the emphasis is, as
described above, on the realities of client relation
ships. The projects are, technically, by no means
trivial although they are relatively straightforward
micro-computer based applications—students may,
for example, provide an application utilizing a com
mercial package, or prepare a product utilizing a
language such as turboPascal. However, all students
need to have a sound grounding in the realities of
client relationships and therefore this is the empha
sis given in the project course in second year.
The third year projects provide students with an
opportunity for work of greater technical depth. A
second notable difference between second and third
year projects is that in third year many projects are
devised by staff within the Informatics programme
to provide technical support for that programme,
rather than deriving from clients outside the Uni
versity.
STUDENT PERCEPTIONS
Information on student perceptions of the
programme has been gathered systematically since
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the first students entered the programme in 1985.
The first cohort of students to graduate, in 1987,
expressed favourable perceptions of project work in
the degree programme. “Year long projects” ranked
as the second highest item, after “Good presentation
of technical and non-technical”, in the list they gave
of the “Best features of the programme”. The third
highest item was “Breadth of material covered e.g.
not just computing subjects but also organizational
design, etc.” It should be noted that these statements
were not given to the students, but were statements
students themselves articulated individually. The in
dividual statements were then pooled and each stu
dent ranked all the statements according to the
individuals perception of their importance. Other
favourable statements they made in regard to project
work include “Focus on small teams in software de
velopment” and “Group work, for increasing com
munication skills”. One unfavourable comment on
project work, ranked eighth under “Worst features of
the programme”, was given, namely, “Unstructured
third-year projects”.
In addition to asking for student views on the best
and worst features of the programme, the survey of
their opinion also asked what changes they would
make to the programme. Two statements were made
in regard to project work. The first expressed the
view that the third-year projects, rather than those in
second-year, should involve clients outside the Uni
versity. In fact this distinction between second and
third year projects is likely to be eroded in future, as
potential clients outside the University are offering
projects requiring the technical competence achieved
by students in their third year.
The second comment is particularly interesting in
the context of the prevailing orthodoxies of aca
demic courses mentioned earlier. The comment was
“Revert emphasis to people skills—now the
programme is turning into computing ofily”. It is of
serious concern that in the shortI'space of its first
three years students (have perceived the programme
to be slipping away from its purposes. The comment
points sharply to the pressures on any programme
which attempts to achieve something out of the or
dinary. In the prevailing circumstances there is an
unremitting pressure to fragment the programme
into specialisations, to divide it into so-called “hard
subjects” (mathematical logic and the like) and “soft
subjects” (organizational design and the like). The
particular danger in this is the implicit assumption
that the one group is somehow more important than
the other. Although the assumption is often denied,
the evidence of its operation is plain to see in at
tempts to shift the curriculum heavily towards one
extreme without any real understanding of the pur
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pose and role of the diverse components which make
up a coherent and integrated programme in
informatics.
CONCLUSION

As a result of project work students have learned to
see computer-based information systems from the
point of view of the client as well as from the point
of view of the computer specialist. Perhaps most
importantly, students have learned through “hands
on” experience how to achieve the purpose of infor
mation systems in meeting the needs of clients. Any
tendency to pursue technical excellence in isolation
is tempered by direct exposure to the need to bal
ance diverse requirements in order to produce a
product acceptable to, and usable by, the clients.
Many second-year projects resulted in applications
which were subsequently implemented by the clients.
Throughout the Informatics programme projects
serve an integrative function. They focus the theor
etical understanding gained from a range of disci
plines on the central problem of information system
design and development. The independence and selfmotivation of students reflects the interpersonal
team-building skill introduced at the beginning of
their studies and developed throughout the
programme.
The project and group-work emphasis in the
programme as a whole, especially in second-year, has
enabled students to conduct client relationships with
a higher degree of professionalism than is often
achieved at the end of a three-year course. The
second-year projects tackled so far have all been
micro-computer based, and have involved end-users
ranging.from the sophisticated to the first time user.
More developed projects, which make use of stu
dents’ greater specialization later in their studies,
have occurred in third ^ear. This arrangement may
be contrasted with the reliance on a single substan
tial project in the majority of computer science
courses. It reflects both the integrated philosophy of
the"programme, including the 100 per cent commit
ment of students during their foundation year, and
currently available micro-computer technology
which facilitates the production of adequately devel
oped and documented applications within the con
straints of an academic year. The former resource is
unavailable to many computing programmes, the
latter became generally available during the develop
ment of the Bachelor of Informatics programme.
The early integration of technical skills and critical
contextual perspectives in the live design projects is
a critical feature. In comparable courses, where proj
ects are encountered only in a final year, some
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technically strong students are unable to deal with
the added complexity and compromise of live prob
lems. By contrast, employers have commented
favourably on both the relative maturity and the
appreciation of organisational considerations shown
by graduates from this integrated programme now
entering the workforce.
Client response to the project work, together with
the concern expressed by some students for the
future of the contextual material is evidence of the
vital role played by the project courses in the
programme. The project courses are providing the
integrative function needed to bring together the di
verse kinds of knowledge and skill developed in dif
ferent parts of the degree programme to achieve the
aim of the informatics specialist.
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APPENDIX
SECOND-YEAR PROJECTS:
1986
Department of Corrective Services, Queensland:

Rostering System for Prison Officers—3 groups.
Department of Industry and Technology, Queensland:

On-line Statistical Reports—3 groups.
Journal Cross—reference Database—1 group.
Directory of Consultants—1 group.
1987
Department of Corrective Services, Queensland:

Personnel Reports—1 group.
Department of Industry and Technology, Queensland:

Departmental plant and equipment register—1
group.
Software register system—1 group.
Departmental debentures register—1 group
Queensland Spina Bifida Association:

Client Data-base—3 groups
1988
Business Management Division, Griffith University:

Student Loan Scheme System—1 group.
Telephone Directory System—1 group.
School of Science, Griffith University:

Computer Assisted Course Selection—1 group.
Queensland Film and Drama Centre

Works of Art Catalogue—1 group.
Amnesty International:

Action Sheet Roster—1 group.
Commonwealth Department of Employment,
Education & Training:

Information Technology Equipment Register—1
group.
»
Information Technology Staff Utilisation
System—1 group.
Finance Code Reference System—1 group.
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Telecom Australia:

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES

Financial Parameters in Licensing Agreements—
group.
Natural Language Processing of Management
Information—1 group.
Commercial Database—1 group.

Stephen Little is a senior lecturer in the Department
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the Griffith Informatics program from 1984 to 1989.
Don Margetson is a senior lecturer in the Centre for
the Advancement of Teaching and Learning at
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ning and development of the BInf degree.

CALL FOR PAPERS
The November 1990 issue of the
Journal will focus on the interaction
between computers and communications,
and the law. Topics which the Guest
Editors consider to be of particular
interest include the following:
• the application of the law to inform
ation technology matters, e.g.
• intellectual property law;
• the law of evidence;
• liabilities arising in relation to
hardware and software, includ
ing contract, negligence and
product liability law;
• ‘computer crime’;
• telecommunications law both
national and international;
• judicial understanding and treat
ment of information technology
matters;
• the teaching of topics in com
puters and law;
• jurisprudential
considerations
arising from information tech
nology;
• applications of information tech
nology in support of legal pro
cesses, e.g.
• matters management systems;
• specialised Office Automation
applications, such as document
preparation
smd
precedents
systems;
• litigation support systems;
• full-text retrieval applications
in the legal environment;
• knowledge-based systems appli
cations,
both
theory
and
practice;
• sentencing and other judicial
decision support systems;
• criminal
investigation
and
surveillance applications;
• computer
applications
in
criminology;
• computer-aided learning of legal
topics.

of recent developments in case law;

• extended abstracts of student theses,

SPECIAL ISSUE
ON
INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY
& THE LAW
This list is not intended to be ex
haustive, and authors are welcome to
submit papers on any topic which they
consider relevant to the general subject
area.
Papers which deal with substantive
law may do so in a theoretical manner,
or on an international comparative
basis, or in the context of a particular
jurisdiction within the Australasian,
East Asian or Oceanian region.
Papers may be in any of several
different forms, including:
• research articles, which' will of
course be required to CQjtform to the
Journal’s normal rigorous standards;
••tutorial papers, providing comput
ing professionals and academics
with background in a relevant legal
area;
• practitioner’s papers, which will be
assessed by referees and the editors
on the basis of their clarity and
usefulness, rather than scholarship
and originality;
• case studies, which critically examine
relevant experiences of a particular
organisation. The identities of the
organisation, products and suppliers
involved must be declared to the
Editors, but may be omitted from the
paper:
• short communications on technical
or managerial topics, including reviews
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or outstanding student essays,
whether postgraduate or later-year
undergraduate;
• book reviews, either of single books,
or of collections of books dealing
with a relevant topic.
Papers must be presented in con
formance with this Journal’s style,
including Harvard-style citations and
reference list, and excluding footnotes
and endnotes. It is intended that appro
priate papers be brought to the attention
of the Editor of the Australian Law
Journal, with an invitation to co-publish
them (or extended abstracts of them). In
this case the author would be required to
prepare a second version of the paper
conforming to the Australian Law
Journal’s style.
Potential authors are requested to
register their interest with either of the
Guest Editors as soon as possible,
indicating a provisional title and a (ndnbinding) 50-200 word/outline of the
intended contribution. A package of
Instructions for Authors will be pro
vided by return mail.
Roger Cllrke
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BOOK REVIEWS
DERMAN, B (ed.)(1989): Accessing C. Tips from the Experts, van
Nostrand Reinhold, 306pp., $79.95.
The book says it is intended for two kinds of readers, a C-programmer with only a classroom experience of the language, but who
wants to become a professional developer, and for an experienced
professional who knows little about C, but wants to learn more. In
this sense the objective of the book is very ambitious. It is more
successful in the harder aim, namely to make the reader appreciate
differences between small and large programs than in the second
one, the appreciation of the C-language. In fact, the description of
the language is the weakest part of the book.
The book is a collective effort, each chapter is written by a dif
ferent author or two, but it is put together well and has a feeling of
a book, not of a series of articles.
The best are the initial chapters on User Interface and Program
ming Specifications. I have not found the last section, chapters on
linking, debugging, make, lint, and version control very useful:
each chapter contains more than just the information about these
utilities, but — possibly because of lack of space — it is not detailed
enough to be really useful, one still has to read the relevant manu
al.
As mentioned above, I found the two chapters on C, called Ele
mentary and Advanced Data Types, unsatisfactory. There are state
ments in the book which, while not necessarily wrong, are
misleading or unhelpful. For example (p.50) Auto variables are
stored on stack. They therefore use no memory, but can cause stack
overflow. Or the explanation of local variables. The example on
pages 50-51 is correct, but the following explanation tends to ob
scure it. There are more such explanations, that are either unhelpful
or confusing - but perhaps not more so than in many computing
books. On page 71 the book says:

There are two kinds of stacks. A simple stack makes no pro
vision for the number of things that can be on the stack at
any given time. If you attempt to push too many things on a
simple stack, results are unpredictable, and often disastrous.
A constrained stack does make provision for overload. If
you push too many things on a constrained stack, the items
at the bottom of the stack are discarded.
And further on page 88: A recursive function that calls itself too
many times will eventually overrun the stack, yielding unpredictable
results. This, possibly, is a realistic description of some software,
but does not belong in a book teaching how to write professional
programs!
The book does not say that it is intended for microcomputers on
ly, but in all places where the operating system is mentioned, IBM
PC DOS is used without exception. This also tends to give a wrong
impression on the use of C. •
In general, I believe that the book is worth reading, but I would
not recommend it for serious studying to become an expert pro
grammer. I would not buy the book for myself even if the price
were lower, but a good computer library should have a copy, as
there are not many books with the same aim.

Ivan Fris
University of New England
WALRAET, BOB(1989): Programming, the Impossible Challenge,
North Holland, 463pp., $78.00 (Hardback).
The documentation of a history of programming skills and philo
sophies that have influenced the data processing world over the last
40 years would seem to be an enormous task. Walraet’s book at
tempts to provide the reader with a precise blow by blow historical
account of the development of programming technique from the
days of Assembler through to present-day thoughts on 5 th Genera
tion technology. Although the book is directed specifically to pro
grammers and analysts in the business data processing field,
any person who has been faced with the task of writing code to
accomplish a specific task will find the book of interest. The his
torical approach, presented in an informal style, serves as an
interesting method of tracing the evolution of computing technolo
gy. The author explains, in an argumentative way, the reasons why

some languages and techniques fell by the wayside while others are
still used today. The book contains a warning that it is not to be
used as a reference guide. However, the reviewer found sufficient
depth on some topics to warrant reference status.
;;
The text is divided into five parts. Part 1 reviews the origins of
data processing and traces the development of Assembler, Fortran,
Cobol, Algol, PL1, and Pascal. The concepts of macroprocessors,
multi-tasking and recursion are then subsequently developed and
these consequentially lead onto the reasons for the development: of
C and Ada. The Fortran legacy to the data processing community
played an important role in the establishment of the notions of
Structured Programming. Walraet devotes a whole chapter (Chapter
6) to Dijkstra’s classic paper on the go to statement and introduces
the notion of algorithm whereby a program can be composed of
only three regular operations: sequencing, alternation and iteration.
The ensuing discussion of these concepts is clear and concise. Part 2
is concerned with non-numerical processes which form the basis: of,
word-processors. The manipulation of strings and the formal lan
guages to deal with them is discussed mainly with reference to Snobol and Strip in Chapter 10. List processing and Lisp are then treat-,
ed along with the concept of undecidability and Turing machines are
considered to illustrate algorithm formalization in the ensuing
chapters. Part 2 is specifically directed to analysts in the data
processing field and as such may be regarded as somewhat specialist
orientated. Part 3 treats data, files, tables and data-bases. The mani
pulation of data and relational algebra is covered and exemplified
with reference to the SQL language. Part 4 examines the immediate
future of fifth generation programming languages. The notions of
functional programming and object-oriented programming are dis
cussed with ways of representing knowledge. Predicate logic, tables,
frames, scripts and neural networks are all treated in an introducto
ry fashion. Part 5 is an epilogue where the foregoing material is
summarised and Walraet speculates on the future of programming
languages. An interesting discussion of what features should be
included in an ideal language is presented to the reader as food for
thought. The book concludes on a positive note by noting that the
future lies in the direction of artificial intelligence and that data
processing will undergo a revolution that will affect us all.
In summary, this is an excellent text that fills a void in the area
of programming technique. In fact there are very few book that
consider the why rather than the how of programming methods. It
also serves as an excellent reference for programming concepts.

Nicholas Shuley
University of Queensland
PRESS,

W.H., FLANNERY, B.P., TEUKOLSKY, S.A.,
VETTERLING, W.T.(1988): Numerical Recipes in C, The
Art of Scientific Computing, Cambridge University Press,
735pp., $85.00 (Hard Cover) .

Numerical Recipes in C is an excellent book for users of numeri
cal methods who like a healthy varied diet on a major scale. FOR
TRAN programmers who are already familiar with the previous
FORTRAN edition need read no further, since the substance of this
edition appears to be identical. The authors claim that the bugs in
the earlier edition have been corrected. Otherwise, the differences
between the two editions are limited to the examples of code and
the descriptions of the programs in the text. An edition of the book
in the Pascal language is also available.
There is a very wide coverage of

everything up to, but not including, partial differential equa
tions
but there is even a chapter on these. Topics include linear alge
bra, interpolation, integration, ordinary differential equations, fi
nite difference methods for some types of partial difference
equations, optimization, fast Fourier transforms, statistical analysis, and
sorting.
For non-specialists, this could very well be the first book to look
at to find the answer to a new numerical problem. The answer
would most likely be in the book, but in any case there are refer
ences at the end of every section which would provide more infor
mation. An expert would nearly always find some omission in his
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area of expertise but that is to be expected in a book which has this
breadth of coverage.
For the uninitiated, there are useful comments about the methods
that are used and about traps for the unwary. For example, in the
section on finding roots of polynomials, readers are advised about
the ill-conditioning that can occur. In the section on sorting, suit
able comments are made about the comparison of the simple nsquared methods, the heapsort and the quicksort.
Most of the sections of the book have listings of code to imple
ment the methods. These programs are also available in several ma
chine readable formats.
My main criticisms are of the programming style which a sophis
ticated programmer would find unsatisfying. The code appears to
have been too literally translated from FORTRAN and does not
take full advantage of the C language. The use of structures, to
represent matrices for example, is one of the features of C that
could be used to better effect. In the program for simulated anneal
ing on p347, the number of temperature steps is in the code as 100,
rather than being a constant or parameter that is defined or input
at the start.
In summary, a very useful book.

Anthony Watts
The University of Queensland
BUSHNELL, M.L.(I988): Design Automation: Automated FullCustom Layout Using the ULYSSES Design Environment,
Academic Press, 466pp., $US44.50.
This book is Volume 21 in Academic Press’s Perspectives in
Computing senes which was previously called Notes and Reports in

Computer Science and Applied Mathematics.
Basically, it is Michael Bushnell’s Ph.D. thesis completed at Car
negie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, published in the
form of a book. About half the book consists of appendices with
file formats and user manuals for the ULYSSES system.
It describes the ULYSSES system, which is an expert systems/
artificial intelligence based environment for the design of VLSI cir
cuits. ULYSSES attempts to handle a range of different design
tools within a single environment, automatically initiating actions
whenever changes are made to the specification of the system by the
designer. It is worth quoting an extended summary of ULYSSES
from the book itself:

The scripts preprocessor translates descriptions of design
tasks and CAD tools into a translated design methodology,
consisting of rules and procedures stored on the scheduling
blackboard. The scheduler interprets the translated design
methodology and causes both batch and interactive tools to
execute. The designer directly interacts with some tools, such
layout editors and floor plan editors. He controls the schedu
ler and the rest of the environment through the environment
user interface, which provides a command language for com
munication with the designer. The rating polices periodical
ly activated to recalculate the quality riling of the cyfrent
design point. An inferiof rating, when compared witlf^bther
design points, will cause activities of design to shift to a
different design point. The design rule checkers and file
transformation demons are activated by rules as necessary to
transform file formats for other CAD tools and to check
electrical or geometric design rules.

,'t

I
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The book is well written, and relatively easy to follow. It is rec
ommended for University libraries, and for VLSI CAD system pro
grammers and researchers.

Neil Bergmann
University of Queensland
CHANDOR, A., with GRAHAM, J., ana WILLIAMSON, R.(3rd
Edition, 1985): The Penguin Dictionary of Computers,
Penguin Books, London, 488pp., $16.95 (paperback).
Computer technology, perhaps more than any other, is plagued
with acronyms and jargon. Even the best of us can be bewildered
by a stream of seemingly random letters and numbers which are
meant to describe the latest offering from company XYZ. There is
definitely a need for a dictionary which can adequately describe the
enormous quantity of computer jargon. Unfortunately, it seems
that jargon is able to be generated much more quickly than it is
able to be catalogued.
The Penguin Dictionary of Computers is an honest, but I believe
somewhat unsuccessful, attempt to explain computer jargon. The
third edition was published in 1985, but it is already sadly out-ofdate. It has very much the flavour of an updated version of an old
computer dictionary, rather than a new dictionary.
This is best illustrated by what is and what is not included in the
dictionary listings.
— There are 38 entries regarding punched cards, but no
mention of some newer peripherals such as streaming
tape drives.
— There are some almost archaic electronics terms such as
cathode follower (a type of valve amplifier), but no
mention of newer terms such as LCD and electrolu

minescent displays.
— The entry on the programming language ALGOL is two
pages long, ADA only gets a paragraph, and Modula-2
doesn’t even get a mention.
— Some very common and quite important acronyms, such
as ISDN, SQL, and CICS are not included.
This dictionary is very much aimed at the DP mainframe market,
with only limited coverage of other areas, such as PC’s. Even in the
DP area, its coverage of more modern terms is lacking (e.g. virus is
not included). The addition of some useful tables, such as the AS
CII code set, RS-232 pin connections, and even a guide to all those
IBM model numbers would make this dictionary much more useful.
In summary, I can only give this book lukewarm support. It
would be most useful to those without a computer background who
have to deal with their firm’s DP departments
*
/
Neil Bergmann

'

University of Queensland

CORRECTION
FULLER, A., Dynamics of Clipper, Daw-Jones Irwin, Homewood, 111.,
1989
The final sentence of this review should have read
“I would not recommend this book”.
The Associate Editor apologises to the reviewer and readers for this
error.

Chris Andrews
Associate Editor

NEWS BRIEFS
"News Briefs from the Computer World”is a regular
feature which covers local and overseas develop
ments in the computer industry including new
products, and other topical events of interest.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY &
THE LAW
The Editor of the Australian Computer
Journal, Rob Cook, has announced that a
Special Issue of the Journal is to examine the
serious legal problems which have arisen
because of the rapid development of informa
tion technology.
“We are seeing difficulties in many areas ”
Mr Cook said, “including viruses and com
puter fraud, software piracy, and protracted
and highly expensive court-cases about con
tracts for the supply of computer hardware
and software”.
“The Journal is often criticised as being
too academic, and it is true that we have
developed an international reputation for
high standards. Butin fact we also welcome
articles written by and for practitioners”.
“It is especially important that this par
ticular issue bring together the viewpoints of
information technology and legal pro
fessions, as well as computer scientists and
legal academics. That is the only way in
which computing practitioners and lawyers
will be able to come to grips with these impor
tant problems”.
To ensure that both the computing and
legal sides of issues are reflected in the issue,
two Guest Editors have been appointed.
Roger Clarke, who is Reader in Informa
tion Systems at the Australian National
University, has experience in such areas as
software copyright, consumer aspects of
EFTS, product liability issues and privacy
law.
Alan Tyree is Landerer Professor of Infor
mation Technology and Law at the Univer
sity of Sydney. This is the first such
specialised Chair to be created in Australia,
and reflects the growing recognition by the
legal profession and discipline that the
changes being wrought by computers are
challenging many traditional legal concepts
and processes. Alan has wide experience in
the area, and has undertaken a great deal of
work in the application of expert systems to
legal problems.
Further information is available from:
Rob Cook (07) 377 2911, Roger Clarke
(062) 49 3666, Alan Tyree (02) 225 9228,
232 5944.
WHAT’S NEXT FROM TELECOM?
In his address to the TRL annual public
seminar at the Sydney Hilton, Dr Jennings
said “we are now entering the brave new
world of shopping by computer”.
Dr Jennings heads a team of research
scientists at Telecom Research Laboratories.
Their aim is to develop information services
that are available via domestic television
sets, or easy-to-use computer terminals
placed in public open spaces; such as foyers,
transport terminals and shopping centres.

Dr Jennings gave the example of tourists
visiting Australia who will be able to decide
where to go, what to do, where to stay, how
much it will cost AND book it all on the spot,
by using a simple computer terminal in a
public place.
Dr Jennings was one of several senior
researchers who publicly outlined the next
decade of telecommunications research and
development in Australia.
Another speaker at the TRL seminar was
Technical Specialist, John Campbell who is
working on the evolution and planning of the
“ultimate” mobile phone, which will work
like a tiny, portable office.
Mr Campbell said the rapid uptake of digi
tal transfer technology will result in a
“lightweight, personal, portable terminal
which can operate at home, in the office or
out on location.
“The development of this pocket-sized
“black box” is one of the most exciting pro
jects being worked on by Telecom”, he
said.
The one-day TRL seminar was entitled
“Quality in Communications — An Impera
tive for the 1990’s”.
The TRL annual Spring seminars are now
a regular forum in which business leaders,
communications managers and journalists
are publicly briefed on future possibilities by
researchers from Telecom’s highly regarded
R&D wing, the Telecom Research Lab
oratories.
The Laboratories, based in the outer
Melbourne suburb of Clayton, house over
500 staff who are involved in every aspect of
our telecommunications research and de
velopment, both present and future.
In his opening address to the seminar, the
Deputy Managing Director of Telecom Aus
tralia, Mr Doug Campbell said the role of the
Laboratories was becoming increasingly
important to Telecom.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE IN
COMPUTER SERVICES
Australia imported more in computer ser
vices that it exported during the 1987-88
financial year.
Australia imported $97 million in com
puter services while it exported $81 million,
leaving a deficit of $16 million.
These figures are contained in a new publi
cation issued by the Australian Bureau of
Statistics titled, ‘International Trade in Ser
vices, Australia, 1987-88’(CatNo. 5354.0)
which aims to provide more detailed informa
tion on Australia’s services and how they are
impacting on the Balance of Payments.
Other data in the publication shows:—
— telecommunication services were $126
million in deficit
— agency and advertising services provided
to international transport operators were
$70 million in deficit
— legal services had a surplus of $35
million

— performing arts were $34 million in
deficit
— engineering services were $26 million
in surplus.
This publication has been developed in
response to growing demand, both in Aus
tralia and abroad, for better and more
detailed statistics on such transactions. Aus
tralia is now one of the few countries in the
world to conduct surveys of international
trade in services and publish detailed results
from them.
The ABS has published some information
on such services transactions for many years,
broadly comparable with the detail published
in the official statistics of other countries.
This information has basically related to
items of historical significance, such as ship
ment services (freight and insurance on Aus
tralia’s merchandise imports and exports),
other transportation services (passenger and
port services), travel and other (official and
non-official sector) services.
This new publication incorporates the
results of the first ABS Survey of Inter
national Trade in Services (ITSS), which
was conducted in respect of 1987-88 and
concentrated on splitting the other nonofficial services item into its component
activities (such as communication, com
puter, engineering and advertising services).
It also incorporates newly-developed esti
mates of students’ expenditure and estimates
for non-official financial services.
The publication not only includes a much
greater range of detail than was previously
available on services traded internationally
but also includes much better quality
estimates due to significant improvements in
data sources. More detail on Australia’s
international transactions in royalties, also
collected in the ITSS, is now published in this
release.
Copies of the publication are available
from ABS bookshops in all States and
Territories.
For further information on the content of
the publications, enquiries:
Dudley Scoullar on (02) 52 6225
Director of Public Relations
Deane Russell
(062) 52 6556 work
(062) 86 1420 home

FIFTH WORLD CONFERENCE ON
COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA
IIJLY 9-13 1990
Details: WCCE/90 PO Box 319
'
Dnrlinghurst NSW 2010 Australia
FAX (+612) 281-1208

If you’re a budding
Alexander Graham Bell
we’d like you to...well...
give us a bell.
Telecom
Australia wants to
encourage entrepreneurs and
inventors in telecommunications,
computers and related fields.
People like Alexander Graham Bell,
inventor of the telephone. Today, Telecom
believes, there are people out there with
ideas and inventions that he'd be proud to
call his own. Telecom's Product Development
Fund is there to help these people. To rescue
Australian ideas that are in danger of
languishing or being lost to other countries
through lack of support. To stimulate invention,
research and development. To provide the
opportunity for individuals and companies to get
ideas up and running. Not only will the Fund give
them financial help, but it will also support them
with marketing and \~77
~~ \ .
John Moran
Telecom
Product
Development
Fund
'
technical know-how. If
7th Floor, 518 Little Bourke Street
\
you'd like to know more Melbourne 3000.
about Telecom Australia's Please send me an information package. \ \
Product Development Fund, NAME:___________________
\
\
call Telecom's Technical Liaison COMPANY: _
Office on 008 033 673? Or fill ADDRESS:_
in this coupon and we'll send
.POSTCODE:.
Lyou an information package.
*For the cost of a local call.
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Telecom Australia
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